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ABSTRACT
Fully grown mammalian oocytes utilize transcripts synthetized and stored during earlier development.
RNA localization followed by a local translation is a mechanism responsible for the regulation of spatial
and temporal gene expression. Here we show that the mouse oocyte contains 3 forms of cap-dependent
translational repressor expressed on the mRNA level: 4E-BP1, 4E-BP2 and 4E-BP3. However, only 4E-BP1 is
present as a protein in oocytes, it becomes inactivated by phosphorylation after nuclear envelope
breakdown and as such it promotes cap-dependent translation after NEBD. Phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 can
be seen in the oocytes after resumption of meiosis but it is not detected in the surrounding cumulus cells,
indicating that 4E-BP1 promotes translation at a specific cell cycle stage. Our immunofluorescence
analyses of 4E-BP1 in oocytes during meiosis I showed an even localization of global 4E-BP1, as well as of
its 4E-BP1 (Thr37/46) phosphorylated form. On the other hand, 4E-BP1 phosphorylated on Ser65 is
localized at the spindle poles, and 4E-BP1 phosphorylated on Thr70 localizes on the spindle. We further
show that the main positive regulators of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation after NEBD are mTOR and CDK1 kinases,
but not PLK1 kinase. CDK1 exerts its activity toward 4E-BP1 phosphorylation via phosphorylation and
activation of mTOR. Moreover, both CDK1 and phosphorylated mTOR co-localize with 4E-BP1
phosphorylated on Thr70 on the spindle at the onset of meiotic resumption. Expression of the dominant
negative 4E-BP1 mutant adversely affects translation and results in spindle abnormality. Taken together,
our results show that the phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 promotes translation at the onset of meiosis to
support the spindle assembly and suggest an important role of CDK1 and mTOR kinases in this process.
We also show that the mTOR regulatory pathway is present in human oocytes and is likely to function in a
similar way as in mouse oocytes.
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Introduction

Translational control of specific mRNAs is a widespread mech-
anism of gene regulation and contributes to diverse biologic
processes in many cell types. During the meiotic division of
mammalian oocytes (so called oocyte maturation) protein syn-
thesis plays an important role in controlling the progress of
meiosis, since the regulation of gene expression on the level of
transcription is ceased. At the onset of the first meiotic division,
nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD; G2/M transition) occurs,
chromosomes condense and a bipolar spindle forms from
the microtubule organizing centers.1 During meiosis I, the
spindle migrates from the center of the oocyte to the cortex,
and the oocyte undergoes an asymmetric division resulting in a
large egg competent for fertilization and a relatively small polar
body. Proper positioning of the spindle during asymmetric cell
division ensures correct partitioning of cellular determinants.2

How these events are orchestrated in detail remains unclear.
The importance of protein synthesis for meiotic and mitotic

progression has been shown previously. Those published results
revealed that protein synthesis is not required for NEBD inmouse

oocytes, although the formation of the spindle and progression to
metaphase II requires active protein synthesis.3 In contrast, posi-
tive regulators of the cap-dependent translational pathway
become activated post NEBD and inactivated after fertilization.4-9

Regulation of translation occurs mainly at the initiation step,
which was shown to be rate limiting for overall protein
synthesis.10 Protein factors that bind to the cap structure at the
50UTR (untranslated region) and to the 30UTR-poly(A) sequence
of mRNAs have been identified as being essential for this pro-
cess. Most of the interactions of these proteins are regulated by
phosphorylation.11,12 The best described protein kinase regulating
translation initiation is the mTOR/FRAP kinase, the targets of
which are the Eukaryotic initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1
(4E-BP1)13 and the S6 kinase.14 Hypo-phosphorylated 4E-BP1
binds eIF4E and in such a way inhibits the formation of a trans-
lation initiation complex (eIF4F) at the cap structure. EIF4F con-
tains eIF4E (the cap-binding protein), eIF4G1 (the scaffold
protein) and eIF4A (an RNA helicase). This complex is probably
critical for the translation of mRNAs with extensive secondary
structure in their 50UTR. Upon resumption of meiosis, 4E-BP1
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becomes phosphorylated at several sites resulting in its release
from eIF4E, allowing eIF4F formation. Phosphorylation at Ser65
and Thr70 modulates the binding of 4E-BP1 to eIF4E directly.
Phosphorylation of these sites depends upon 4E-BP1s C-terminal
TOR signaling motif that binds Raptor, a component of the
mTORC1. Phosphorylation at Thr37/46, which is known to be
mediated by mTOR, is required for the modification of Thr70
and Ser65, reflecting the hierarchical phosphorylation of 4E-
BP1,15 and depends upon 4E-BP1s N-terminal RAIP motif.16

Phosphorylation of Thr37/46 is profoundly inhibited by starving
cells of amino acids, which inactivates mTOR signaling.17

mTORC1 signaling is activated via phosphatidylinositide 3-
kinase and protein kinase B (PKB, also termed AKT) and by the
Ras/Raf/ERK pathway.18 AKT plays a substantial role during the
progression of meiosis from GV-stage (germinal vesicle – nucleus
in the oocytes) to the MI/MII-stage.19,20 Involvement of the
mTOR/4F axis in translational regulation during mitosis might
be used as a model case for the meiotic cell. Increased phosphor-
ylation of 4E-BP1 has been detected during the meiotic progres-
sion of mammalian oocytes,4,21,22 and different phosphorylated
forms of 4E-BP1 have been shown to co-localize with the meiotic
spindle in mouse oocytes.9,22 Blocking of 4E-BP1 phosphoryla-
tion during maturation has also resulted in the irreversible arrest
of metaphase I in bovine oocytes,23 abnormal formation of MII
spindles in mouse oocytes9 or affected asymmetric division.24

The aim of this work was to study the metabolic pathways
which are involved in 4E-BP1 phosphorylation during in vitro
meiotic maturation of mouse oocytes. We discovered that 4E-
BP1 becomes phosphorylated in post-NEBD stage oocytes and
this phosphorylation remains constant until the MII stage of
oocyte maturation and promotes specific translation, which
affects spindle assembly. Furthermore, we have uncovered the
involvement of different kinases which are potentially involved
in the phosphorylation of 4E-BP1.

Results

Only 4E-BP1 is present in the mouse oocyte

In mammals 3 genes code 4E-BP1, 2 and 3.25 Our first objective
was to determine which form is dominant during mouse oocyte
meiotic maturation from the GV to MII stage on the mRNA
level. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis showed the presence of all
3 forms of 4e-bps but with a slightly higher abundance of 4e-
bp3. The global amount of the mRNAs for the 3 different 4e-
bps remained constant throughout meiosis from GV to MII
oocytes (Fig. 1A).

Next, we analyzed the presence of all 3 isoforms on the pro-
tein level. Our WB analyses showed an absence of 4E-BP2 and
4E-BP3 proteins in the oocytes, which is in the contrary to the
results obtained from WB analyses of brain lysate (Fig. 1B and
C). However, 4E-BP1 was highly abundant in mouse oocytes
with an increased mobility shift post-NEBD (Fig. 1B). Our data
showed higher presence of the 4E-BP1 protein in the oocytes
than in the brain sample (Fig. 1B and C; Supplementary
Fig. 1A). WB also showed that whole population of 4E-BP1 in
MII stage oocytes is present as the upper (presumably phos-
phorylated) band. Treatment of MII oocyte lysate with lambda
protein phosphatase (LPP) resulted in the disappearance of the

upper band and mobility shift toward lower band, similar pat-
tern to that seen in the GV stage oocytes (Fig. 1D). The experi-
ment in the Fig. 1D shows that mobility shift represents
phosphorylation of the 4E-BP1. Moreover, the appearance of
mobility shift was confirmed by microinjection of oocytes with
RNA coding for 4E-BP1 protein tagged with hemagglutinin
(HA). The oocytes were kept in the GV stage or matured for
3 h to NEBD and to MII for 12 h and analyzed by WB, using
HA antibody. Our data showed no phosphorylation shift in the
GV oocytes, appearance of 2 bands in the NEBD oocytes and
whole expressed exogenous HA-4E-BP1 was phosphorylated in
the MII stage (Supplementary Fig. 1B).

It is well established that phosphorylation of 4E-BP1
plays an important role in the regulation of cap-dependent
translation.25-30 We thus investigated the localization of 4E-
BP1 and its phosphorylated forms (Thr37/46/70 and Ser65)
during meiosis I. We analyzed different meiotic stages of
maturing oocytes; a germinal vesicle (nucleus is present,
prophase I) stage was collected directly post isolation;
oocytes underwent NEBD following release from the 3-Iso-
butyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) block, oocytes undergone
naturally NEBD within 1 h, a group post-NEBD was col-
lected 3 h post IBMX wash (PIW); a metaphase I (MI)
stage was collected 7 h PIW and metaphase II (MII) oocytes
were collected 12 h PIW. Cell cycle progression was moni-
tored by timing and by immunocytochemistry (ICC) using
DNA staining with DAPI. Pan 4E-BP1 antibody was used
to analyze the localization of global 4E-BP1 during GV to
MII (Fig. 2A). In GV oocytes global 4E-BP1 was evenly dis-
tributed throughout the cytoplasm but with a higher signal
visible in the nucleoplasm (Fig. 2A and Supplementary
Fig. 3), without staining in the nucleolus (marked by aster-
isk). In the post-NEBD stages the global 4E-BP1 was also
spread evenly with just a slight increase at the spindle. ICC
experiments using phospho-specific antibody against the
Thr37/46 form showed no signal in the GV and a similar
localization was seen as total 4E-BP1 protein in the post-
NEBD. Antibody recognizing 4E-BP1 phosphorylated at
Ser65 showed an increased fluorescence signal in the vicin-
ity of chromosomes, at the spindle assembly area and later
at the spindle poles. The pattern of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation
at Thr70 showed significant localization at the newly form-
ing spindle post-NEBD or bipolar spindle at MI and MII,
and was also present in the extruded polar body. The phos-
pho-specific antibodies did not show a positive signal in the
GV stage, which is in a good agreement with our WB data
(Fig. 1B and Supplementary Fig. 1A, B). Moreover, double
staining of 4E-BP1 phosphorylated at Ser65 or Thr70 with
marker of microtubule organizing centers g-tubulin showed
significant enrichment of the 4E-BP1(Ser65) signal in the
region with stained g-tubulin; however, 4E-BP1(Thr70) was
distributed along the whole spindle (Fig. 2B).

As 4E-BP1 phosphorylated at the Thr70 was found to be
exclusively localized at the forming spindle, we therefore specu-
lated whether this localization was tubulin-dependent. We
disrupted the spindle by treatment with 1 mM Nocodazole
(Noco) for 1h post-NEBD. Although the dissolved spindle
changed the 4E-BP1 (Thr70) pattern, the fluorescence signal
still persisted at the chromosomal area (Fig. 2C).
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Activity of mTOR is increased in the human oocyte post-
NEBD

As the mouse oocyte is a model organism for the study of
human oocytes, we speculated whether mTOR(Ser2448) in
human oocytes would be activated similarly as in the mouse
oocyte, with a comparable localization pattern. ICC staining of
human oocytes in GV, NEBD and MII stages showed that there
was no signal for phospho-specific antibody against mTOR
(Ser2448) in the GV stage (Supplementary Fig. 3) but increased
fluorescence was visible in the NEBD and MII stage. The MII
oocyte produced normally formed spindle stained with anti-
tubulin antibody with a strong signal for mid-body structure
positive for mTOR(Ser2448) (Supplementary Fig. 3).

4E-BP1 phosphorylation requires mTOR and CDK1 activity

The timing of increased phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 positively
correlates with increased cap-dependent translation after

NEBD in the mouse, porcine and bovine oocyte.5,9,21 Also, the
timing of the increased phosphorylation of mTOR after
NEBD.9,31 suggests a potential role for mTOR in 4E-BP1 phos-
phorylation during mammalian meiosis.

Previously we have shown that suppression of mTOR activ-
ity using 100 nM mTOR inhibitor Rapamycin (Rapa) signifi-
cantly represses phosphorylation of 4E-BP1, however, it does
not prevent the oocytes to reach MII stage.18 Phosphorylation
of 4E-BP1 by CDK1 kinase32-34 has been also described in other
systems, in which it becomes activated at the onset of both
mitosis,34,35 and meiosis.36 In mammalian oocytes, CDK1 activ-
ity is essential for the major morphological events occurring
during meiotic maturation (including NEBD, chromosome
congression and condensation, formation of the meiotic spin-
dle) and its inhibition in the beginning of maturation results in
the complete block of meiosis with oocytes arresting in the GV
stage.37 We therefore investigated the ability of the CDK1
inhibitor 10 mM Roscovitine (Rosco), as well as 100 nM mTOR
inhibitor Rapa, to suppress phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 post

Figure 1. Expression of 4E-BP forms in mouse oocytes. (A) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis shows all 3 forms of 4e-bp mRNA, which are stable during oocyte maturation (NS
D non-significant, n � 3). Results were normalized to the relative internal standard Gapdh mRNA in GV. (B) Immunoblotting shows presence of only 4E-BP1 form on the
protein level. Both 4E-BP2 and 4E-BP3 are absent in the oocytes, although they are present in the brain. Expression of the 4E-BP1 in the brain sample is significantly lower
in comparison with oocytes (See Fig. S1A). 4E-BP1 displays visible phosphorylation shift (arrowhead) post NEBD (a typical experiment from at least 3 replicates is shown).
(C) Quantification of protein expression of the 4E-BP1–3 in the oocytes during maturation and brain samples. Data are presented as mean§ SD, Student’s t-test. (D) Treat-
ment of the lysate from MII oocytes with Lambda Protein Phosphatase (LPPC) suppressed mobility shift of the 4E-BP1 on the WB. Arrowhead points to phospho 4E-BP1
form. See Figure S1A and B.
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NEBD. Rapa or Rosco were added to the culture media 1h PIW.
Similarly to Rapa, the inhibition of CDK1 also showed signifi-
cant suppression of phosphorylation shift (Fig. 3A). Next,
based on its activity described in mitotic cells, we decided to
determine whether PLK1 is also involved in the phosphoryla-
tion of 4E-BP1.38 We added 100 nM specific PLK1 inhibitor
BI253639 to the oocytes 1h PIW. However, no effect of BI2536
on 4E-BP1 phosphorylation was seen after 2h of culture
(Fig. 3A and B).

Our study supports other published research32-34 docu-
menting that CDK1/CYCB1 (MPF) kinase is also involved
in 4E-BP1 phosphorylation and in the inactivation of the
its suppressor function. Mitosis is commonly thought to be
associated with reduced cap-dependent protein translation,
however, our previously published results.4,5,9 show that the
main regulators of cap-dependent translation initiation
become activated at the onset of meiosis in pig oocytes.
Therefore, we elucidated whether MPF had an impact on
the activation of mTOR in mouse oocytes. By downregula-
tion of CDK1 using Rosco treatment (added post-NEBD)

we found a significant decrease in phosphorylation of
mTOR(Ser2448) (Fig. 3C and D). On the other hand, treat-
ment with Okadaic Acid (OA) substantially increased phos-
phorylation/activation of mTOR in the treated oocytes,
when compared with control oocytes (Fig. 3C and D). Our
WB data revealed that MPF influenced the activity of
mTOR in the mammalian oocyte after the re-initiation of
meiosis. We expected a positive correlation between the
localization of the kinases and that of the phosphorylated
forms of 4E-BP1. The ICC experiments indeed showed that
fluorescence for both mTOR(Ser2448) and CDK1 kinases
are present at the newly forming spindle or bipolar spindle
(Fig. 3E), which was in good agreement with the localiza-
tion of phosphorylated 4E-BP1 (Fig. 2).

Reduced cap-dependent protein translation is believed to
be connected with mitosis. However, Heesom et al.32 and
Huda et al.34 have demonstrated that cap-dependent trans-
lation is generally sustained during mitosis and 4E-BP1
becomes phosphorylated after entry to mitosis. Thus we iso-
lated cumulus cells (CCs) from GV and MII oocyte-

Figure 2. Localization of 4E-BP1 and its phosphorylated forms in the oocytes. (A) Confocal images of different meiotic stages GV (germinal vesicle), post-NEBD (3 h post
IBMX wash, PIW), pro-MI (7 h PIW) and MII (12 h) stained with phospho-specific antibody (green) and DAPI (blue), white line indicates oocyte edge. Scale bar D 25 mm.
Nucleolus is depicted by asterisk, from at least 3 replicates and n � 30. (B) Marker of the microtubule-organizing centers, gamma tubulin (pseudo-colored and red) co-
localizes with 4E-BP1 (Ser65) and (Thr70). Scale bar D 25 mm, n D 10. Enlarged detail in the right bottom corner. (C) Confocal images of control oocytes and oocytes
treated with 1 mM Noco for 1 h in the post-NEBD stage (n � 28), tubulin (red), 4E-BP1 (green) and DNA (blue). Scale bar D 20 mm.
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cumulus complexes to investigate the phosphorylated status
of 4E-BP1 in other cells that are naturally present in the
G0 or G1 stage40 of the cell cycle. WB data from CCs

lysates revealed that 4E-BP1 was not phosphorylated in the
CCs isolated either from GV or from MII CCs (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4A). Oocytes in GV and MII stages were used as a

Figure 3. Protein kinases phosphorylating 4E-BP1 in the oocytes. (A) Detection of 4E-BP1 by immunoblotting in the oocytes treated with specific inhibitors Rapa (100 nM),
Rosco (10 mM), or BI2536 (100 nM) post-NEBD. Arrowhead marks the presence of upper band (phosphorylation shift) of 4E-BP1 in the oocytes treated for 2 h post-NEBD,
GAPDH was used as a loading control, a typical experiment from at least 3 replicates is shown. (B) Quantification of non-phosphorylated and phosphorylated form of 4E-
BP1 in the post NEBD oocytes. Data are presented as mean § SD, Student’s t-test, NS D non-significant. (C) CDK1 effect on mTOR phosphorylation in the oocytes treated
by Rosco (10 mM) or OA (1 mM). Immunoblot was probed with mTOR(Ser2448) and control (mTOR and GAPDH) antibodies. Twenty oocytes were used per sample. (D)
Presence of mTOR(Ser2448) normalized to the mTOR in the Rosco or OA treated oocytes. Data are presented as mean § SD, Student’s t-test. (E) Localization of mTOR
(Ser2448) and CDK1 in the post NEBD and pro-MI stage oocytes, n � 30, phospho-specific antibody (green) and DNA (blue). Scale bar D 20 mm.
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control of the protein mobility shift. Accordingly, in the
ICC experiments there was no 4E-BP1 phosphorylation sig-
nal observed for Thr37/46/70 and Ser65 in the CCs,
although 4E-BP1 was present in this cell type (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4B).

Altogether, our results suggest that upon exit from prophase
the activity of CDK1/CYCB1 (MPF) is required for the phos-
phorylation of 4E-BP1, most likely via activation of mTOR.

Expression of a dominant negative 4E-BP1 mutant
promotes aberrant spindle formation

4E-BP1 phosphorylation releases eIF4E binding to permit
translation initiation; the overall increase in phospho-4E-
BP1 in the cytoplasm may facilitate maternal mRNA transla-
tional recruitment in the cytoplasm. To down-regulate phos-
phorylation of 4E-BP1, we expressed RNA coding for 4E-
BP1 with all 4 phospho-sites mutated - Thr37/46/70 and

Ser65 (4E-BP1–4Ala; Fig. 4A). Microinjection (Fig. 4B) of
the in vitro transcribed (IVT) RNA coding for 4E-BP1-wild
type (4E-BP1-Wt) or 4E-BP1–4Ala showed that the whole
population of endogenous and exogenous 4E-BP1-Wt was
phosphorylated in the MII oocytes (Fig. 4C; also see Fig. 1A
and D), however, in MII oocytes microinjected with 4E-
BP1–4Ala RNA 2 not phosphorylated bands were present
(depicted by arrowhead) and upper band of phosphorylated
endogenous 4E-BP1 (Fig. 4C). Moreover, ICC detection with
4E-BP1 antibody in the microinjected oocytes showed signif-
icant increase of the intensity of the 4E-BP1 protein level for
both injected constructs in comparison with no injected
group (Supplementary Fig. 5; mean value § 29 % in the 4E-
BP1-Wt and mean value § 23 % in the 4E-BP1–4Ala,
P<0.001 Student’s t-test). Microinjected oocytes with 4E-
BP1–4Ala RNA extruded a polar body, however, ICC analy-
sis showed significant increase in aberrant spindles accompa-
nied by the absence of chromosome alignment to the

Figure 4. Down-regulation of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation in oocytes results in defects in the MII spindle assembly. (A) Scheme of dominant negative mutant construct of 4E-
BP1–4Ala used for in vitro transcription. (B) Scheme of experimental procedure to express 4E-BP1 RNA constructs in the oocyte. (C) Immunoblotting evaluation of expres-
sion of microinjected non-phosphorylable form (marked by arrowhead) of 4E-BP1 in the matured MII oocytes n D 2. GAPDH was used as a loading control. See Figure S5.
(D) Confocal images of MII spindles of oocytes microinjected with 4E-BP1-Wt or dominant negative mutant 4E-BP1–4Ala, Tubulin (red) and DNA (blue). Scale bar D
10 mm. (E) Quantification of chromosome alignment in the metaphase plate, MII oocytes expressing 4E-BP1-Wt or 4E-BP1-Ala RNA. Data are presented as mean§ SD, Stu-
dent’s t-test, n � 25.
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metaphase plate in 59% of the 4E-BP1–4Ala injected oocytes
(mean value § 31%; P<0.01, Student’s t-test), whereas only
3% of the 4E-BP1-Wt injected oocytes produced them (mean
value § 2 %; P < 0.01, Student’s t-test, Fig. 4E).

It is accepted that 4E-BP1 is a key player in cap-dependent
translation27 which predominantly utilizes mRNA with TOP
motif.41 To further investigate this, we examined the expression
of a dominant negative mutant of 4E-BP141 and its influence
on the translation of the Renilla Luciferase (RL) reporter with
canonical TOP motive of the Eef241. We performed microinjec-
tion of IVT RNA coding 4E-BP1-Wt or 4E-BP1–4Ala with RL
reporter RNA and Firefly Luciferase (FL) with IRES motif as a
microinjection loading control. Analysis of chemiluminescence
showed a significant decrease of RL expression in the oocytes
expressing 4E-BP1–4Ala in comparison with the control
injected with RL and FL (Fig. 5A). Decrease of RL expression
was non-significant in 4E-BP1-Wt RNA injected (mean value
§ 6%, P > 0.05, Student’s t-test) in the post-NEBD stage in
comparison with 24% significant decrease in the 4E-BP1–4Ala
RNA injected groups (mean value § 4%, P<0.01, Student’s t-
test). RL expression in the MII oocytes showed significant
(18%) decrease in the oocytes injected with 4E-BP1–4Ala RNA
in comparison with the control group (mean value § 5%, P <

0.01, Student’s t-test). Moreover, we analyzed in situ translation
(Fig. 5B) in the 2 distinct areas of the oocyte after expression of
4E-BP1-Wt or 4E-BP1–4Ala, one at the area of the newly form-
ing spindle (Chromosomal Translational Area; CTA) and the
second at the Perispindular Translational Area (PTA). We
detected a significant decrease of translation at the CTA (26 %,
mean § 11 %; P < 0.01, Student’s t-test) and PTA (32 %,
mean § 9 %; P < 0.01, Student’s t-test), however, without sig-
nificant differences between CTA and PTA (P > 0.05; Fig. 5B).

Discussion

Here we present an analysis of regulation of 4E-BP1 phosphor-
ylation during meiotic division of the mammalian oocyte, a cell

that naturally undergoes NEBD, then enters prometaphase and
resumes meiosis further by asymmetric cytokinesis creating a
fertilizable egg and a polar body. The progress of oocytes
through cell cycle is highly synchronized, with rapid inactiva-
tion/phosphorylation of 4E-BP1, which suggests that cap-
dependent translation is highly active in this cell type and stage.

In accordance with Mayer et al.23 we were not able to detect
4E-BP2 and 4E-BP3 proteins suggesting that 4E-BP1 is the
only form of eIF4E-binding protein present in mouse and
bovine oocytes. However, mRNAs coding all 3 isoforms are
present and stable in mouse oocytes during maturation indicat-
ing their role post-fertilization during early embryonic develop-
ment, or alternatively, they might be translated to substitute
4E-BP1 in case of an insufficiency of the 4E-BP1 form.42

Here we show that the main effector kinases of 4E-BP1
phosphorylation are mTOR and CDK1, which become highly
active after the resumption of meiosis both in mouse, human
and, also bovine oocytes (mTOR,9,23 and MPF36), which is sim-
ilar to mitosis.43 It has been reported that also PLK1 promotes
phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 in mitotic cells,44 however, inhibi-
tion of PLK1 in mammalian oocytes did not show any effect on
4E-BP1 phosphorylation in our model system. Inhibition of
mTOR or CDK1, on the other hand, strongly affects 4E-BP1
phosphorylation in a very similar manner. These findings sug-
gest the existence of a different mechanism of 4E-BP1 phos-
phorylation in the meiotic cell. We further show that inhibition
of CDK1 kinase activity results in inhibition of mTOR phos-
phorylation on the site activation (Ser2448), suggesting that
CDK1 exerts its effect on 4E-BP1 phosphorylation via activa-
tion of mTOR, although we cannot exclude the possibility that
CDK1 phosphorylates 4E-BP1 directly. So, in accordance with
Heesom et al.32 we show that the main regulator of 4E-BP1
phosphorylation in mouse oocytes is mTOR, on the other
hand, CDK1 activity is in our system required for the full
mTOR activation rather than for direct 4E-BP1 phosphoryla-
tion. It is known that mTOR is phosphorylated and activated
in mitotic cells by AKT,45 however, according to our results, it

Figure 5. 4E-BP1 effects on protein synthesis in the oocytes. (A) Renilla luciferase reporter carrying 50UTR TOP motive of Eef2 co-injected with 4E-BP1-Wt or 4E-BP1-Ala
RNA. In the control no 4E-BP1 RNA was used and the IRES motive Firefly Luciferase was used as a loading control. Chemiluminescence was measured in the post NEBD
stage (mean value § 6 and 4 %, Student’s t-test, NS D non-significant) and MII stage oocytes (mean values § SD, Student’s t-test). Data are presented as mean § SD,
n � 10 replicates. (B) Measurement of in situ translation intensity in the chromosomal area (CTA, mean value§ SD, Student’s t-test, NSD non-significant) and perispindu-
lar translational area (PTA, mean value§ SD, Student’s t-test) in the post NEBD oocytes, HPG (red) and DNA (blue). Data are presented as mean§ SD, n � 21. Scale barD
20 mm.
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seems that during mammalian meiosis this pathway is not suf-
ficient for full mTOR activation, which is likely to be mediated
by CDK1.

An increase in 4E-BP1 phosphorylation has been previously
seen in porcine, bovine and mouse oocytes,4,8,9,21,22 however,
only recently the localization of the differently phosphorylated
forms of 4E-BP1 has been described in mouse oocytes.38 The
nature and role of Ser65 and Thr70 phosphorylation for spindle
localization is unclear at the present time, although it should be
noted that cap-dependent translation becomes elevated at the
onset of meiosis and is inactivated later when it exits meiosis
(fertilization).6 Romasko et al.22 show that 4E-BP1(Ser112) has
similar localization as 4E-BP1(Ser65) in our study. Regulation
of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation at the spindle is likely to be tempo-
rally and mechanistically distinct from its regulation in the rest
of the oocyte. The dynamic spatial and temporal pattern of
localization of phosphorylated 4E-BP1 that forms at the spindle
is indicative of a novel mechanism promoting localized protein
production related to transcripts localized at the spindle. Depo-
lymerization of the newly forming spindle by Noco treatment
changed the 4E-BP1(Thr70) pattern, however, phosphorylation
still persisted at the chromosomal area. This suggests the exis-
tence of a mechanism, which maintains phosphorylation at this
position, most likely involving Lamin A/C and/or endoplasmic
reticulum structures surrounding the spindle assembly area.
Such a mechanism would promote the accumulation of specific
proteins by microtubule-independent machinery, involving
some sort of semipermeable membrane46 formed from microfi-
laments,47,48 ER,49-51 LMN9 and possibly other constituents.

A number of studies,22,52-57 have reported the enrichment of
specific mRNAs at the spindle, which may contribute to the
local proteome. Beside the enrichment of global translation at
the oocyte spindle,9 Romansko et al.22 has also shown that
Mis18a mRNA coding MIS18 Kinetochore Protein A is local-
ized at the oocyte spindle, which is required for metaphase
alignment and proper chromosome segregation.58 Another
example of localized translation has been documented by
Bomar et al.52 who identified the localization of Akap95 (A
kinase-anchoring protein) mRNA at the MII spindle without
protein expression at this stage, but the mRNA was then trans-
lated after fertilization and the protein was present in the
female pronucleus causing an unequal distribution between
maternal and paternal nuclei in the zygote. Local transcriptome
coupled with its translation suggests the role of translational
machineries, where mTOR, CDK1 and 4E-BP1 are key players,
the mechanism that is used by meiotic and mitotic cells of vari-
ous species. However, differences between the cell types suggest
there are distinct modes of regulation.

There are various factors involved in spindle formation.
Apart from the specific transport of mRNA to the spindle,
a population of RNA might already be present in the
nucleus,9,56,59,60 which indicates a significant contribution of
the local transcriptome to the formation of spindle directly
post-NEBD. In accordance with this, 4E-BP1 is enriched in
the nucleus in its non-phosphorylated state. 4E-BP1 in the
nucleus might by bound to the 50UTR of mRNAs, where it
probably functions as a translational repressor. Conse-
quently, after its hyperphosphorylation following NEBD, it
becomes inactivated and in such a way promotes the

translation of specific mRNAs at the newly forming spindle.
These results suggest that the function of mRNA retention
in the nucleus may be to sustain translational repression,
and that their subsequent translation can be regulated in a
spatiotemporally restricted manner in response to cell cycle
events.

We propose that meiotic phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 on
Ser65 and Thr70 by mTOR acts to stimulate cap-dependent
translation as the oocyte proceeds though meiosis (particularly
after NEBD) and that specific localization of the key cap-
dependent translation regulatory factors,22,61 is essential for the
translation of specific mRNAs at the spindle area to ensure
errorless meiotic progression. We identify the 2 kinases mTOR
and CDK1 involved in the inactivation of the 4E-BP1 at the
spindle where all the important regulators are present. Using
PLK1 inhibitor BI2536 we show that PLK1 kinase is not
involved in 4E-BP1 phosphorylation in mouse oocytes and
also, that CDK1 exerts its influence via the phosphorylation
(and as such further activation) of mTOR, which as a result is
likely to phosphorylate Ser65 and Thr70 of 4E-BP1. However,
we cannot exclude the possibility that CDK1 phosphorylates at
least one of these sites directly, as was previously reported by
Heesom et al.32 and Shuda et al.34 Since the effect of CDK1
inhibition on the level of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation is less pro-
nounced in later stages of meiosis (data not shown) it is tempt-
ing to speculate that the increased activation of mTOR
mediated by CDK1 might be temporally and possibly also spa-
tially restricted to the most critical process during early meiosis,
i.e. formation of the meiotic spindle. Such hypothesis is sup-
ported also by the data obtained by us and other studies38

showing the increased presence of 4E-BP1 phosphorylated
forms at the spindle and in the chromosomal area. It is also
interesting to note that CDK1 has been shown to directly phos-
phorylate the key mTOR binding partner Raptor during mito-
sis.62 This reinforces our conclusions and those from other
studies suggesting that mTOR activity is highly regulated by
cell cycle progression. A number of other proteins involved in
the regulation of translation have also been described previ-
ously. Papst63 reported that Ribosomal Protein S6 Kinase is a
substrate for CDK1/CYCB1 in mitosis and Elongation factor-
164 in the Xenopus oocytes during meiotic cell division is a
physiologic substrate of CDK1/CYCB1 in mitosis.

After fertilization when the nuclear envelope is reformed
again at the end of meiosis, phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 disap-
pears.5,9 This indicates a specific/exclusive role of this pathway
in meiotic maturation, which is also supported by our findings
showing that no phosphorylated 4E-BP1 is present in the CCs,
naturally occurring in the G0 or G1 stage. We might conclude
that phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 follows exit from prophase of
the cell cycle. It has been reported previously that overall pro-
tein synthesis becomes reduced during meiosis.4,9,65 However,
studies in synchronized HeLa cells have shown that this inhibi-
tion ceases by late telophase66 and that overall protein synthesis
increases rapidly as cells enter G1-phase.67

Here we show that the presence of a non-phosphorylated
4E-BP1 population in an oocyte that progresses through meio-
sis results in aberrant morphology of the metaphase II spindle
that is most likely the result of impaired translation of a subset
of RNAs. Previously, we have described the effect of mTOR/4F
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pathway downregulation on in situ translation at the chromo-
somal area.9 Our current finding shows that a non-phosphory-
lated mutant does not display significant differences in the level
of translation between the chromosomal and perispindular
areas. This might be explained by the fact that exogenous 4E-
BP1, which is loaded to the cytoplasm in the form of RNA, and
its consequent 4E-BP1 protein, lacks endogenous localization
in this large cell and so influences both translational areas
within the cell. On the other hand, the expression of a mutant
in the cytoplasm which is unable to be phosphorylated leads to
downregulation of translation in the cytoplasm and at the chro-
mosomal area.

4E-BP1 null mice are viable and fertile.42 However, we
have observed aberrant spindle formation in the MII
oocytes expressing a non-phosphorylatable 4E-BP1 form,
which might suggest that the role of 4E-BP1 is rather in the
fine tuning of meiotic progression. Regulation of 4E-BP1 in
the oocyte might be affected by cell stress or by the age of
the female. Moreover, insulin stimulates the mTOR signal-
ing pathway68 and insulin signaling promotes the produc-
tion of high-quality oocytes.69 Consistently, oocytes from
diabetic mice display spindle abnormalities, which can be
reversed by pancreatic islet transplantation.70 Our findings
showing localization of phosphorylated/inactivated 4E-BP1
at the spindle also suggest the existence of a mechanism
that links maternal age and environmental exposures to
diminished oocyte quality arising from defective spindle for-
mation and function. We show that mTOR becomes also
activated post NEBD in the human oocyte, with strong sig-
nal at midbody in the MII oocyte, suggesting its similar
role in the human oocyte meiosis in specific translational
regulation, as it plays in the mouse oocyte. Here, mTOR
pathway might contribute to the age related chromosome
segregation errors in the woman oocytes, similarly as it has
been documented in the mouse model,9 as well as in mam-
malian and yeast cells.71 Lapasset et al.7 showed that the
treatment with Rapa resulted in the prevention of extrusion
of second polar body in starfish oocytes. They present the
absence of eIF4E dissociation from 4E-BP in the presence
of Rapa without the effect on translation of Cyclin B1 or
Mos. Taken together, mTOR involvement is indispensable
for inactivation of translational repressor 4E-BP1, which
prevents the synthesis of essential proteins necessary for a
correct completion of the meiotic and mitotic divisions. In
addition to translational initiation factors, Ribosomal pro-
tein S3 (RPS3) is present at the mitotic72 or newly forming
meiotic spindle.73 RPS3 knockdown causes arrest in mitotic
metaphase,72 which resembles the effect of mTOR inhibi-
tion23 in the bovine oocyte. The influence of known effector
kinases in the inactivation of the translational repressor 4E-
BP1 might be essential for the temporal and spatial transla-
tion of specific mRNAs at the spindle area to ensure error-
less meiotic progression.

In this study we propose that localized translational regula-
tion at the oocyte spindle regulated though an mTOR/CDK1
pathway might represent a mechanism which links spindle for-
mation and function with the temporal and spatial regulation
of the local transcriptome in the particular subcellular areas,
which affects oocyte quality. There is still much to learn about

the dynamics of distribution of mRNA and translational regu-
latory components, as well as how exactly these are regulated in
the different cellular compartments. Further elucidation of the
relationship between cytoskeletal elements and translation
machinery may help to explain the logistics of translational
control of spindle assembly and chromosome segregation.

Material and methods

Oocytes isolation and maturation

Mouse ovaries were obtained from CD1 mice at least 6 weeks
old which were stimulated to by intraperitoneal injection of 5 UI
of pregnant mare serum gonadotropin (PMSG; Folligon, Merck
Animal Health) 46 h before collection. GV oocytes were isolated
into transfer medium Tetkova et al.74 supplemented with
100 mM of 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) used to prevent
spontaneous resumption of meiosis. Selected oocytes were
stripped of the cumulus cells and cultured in M16 medium
(Millipore) without IBMX at 37�C, 5% CO2. After 70 min post
IBMX wash (PIW) at least 90% of oocytes underwent nuclear
envelope breakdown (NEBD, resumption of meiosis; G2/M tran-
sition) and oocytes arrested in the GV were discarded. Pro-meta-
phase I (pro-MI) and metaphase I (MI) stage oocytes were
collected after post IBMX wash at 3 h (post-NEBD), 7 h (pro-
MI) and 12 h (MII). All animal work was conducted according
to Act No 246/1992 on the protection of animals against cruelty.
Human oocytes, not used in human reproduction, were obtained
from the Obstetrics and Gynecology Clinic of the General Uni-
versity Hospital in Prague. The project was accredited (#30/12)
by the Ethical Committee of the General Hospital, Prague.

Oocyte treatments

Mouse oocytes were treated with 100nM BI2536 for 2 hours
post NEBD (Axon Medchen), 1 mM Nocodazole for 1 h
(M1404, Sigma-Aldrich), 100 nM Rapamycin (#9904, CST) or
10 mM Roscovitine (R7772, Sigma-Aldrich); 1 mM Okadaic
acid (OA, CAS 459616, Millipore) for 2 h after NEBD. For
nascent protein synthesis specific stage NEBD-2 h, oocytes
were cultured in methionine-free medium (Gibco) supple-
mented with 1% dialyzed fetal bovine serum (10,000MW;
Sigma) and 50 mM L-homopropargylglycine (HPG) for
30 min. HPG was detected by using a Click-iT Cell Reaction
Kit (Life Technologies). In situ translation detection showed
increased incorporation of HPG in the chromosomal area
(CTA) and perispindular area (PTA9)

RNA isolation and quantitative RT-PCR

RNA was extracted with RNeasy Plus Micro kit (Qiagen)
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic DNA was
depleted using guide columns. H2O for qRT-PCR was used for
RNA elution in amount of 25 mL for 25 oocytes. Samples were
stored at ¡80�C until expression analysis. mRNA equivalent
for 1 oocyte was amplified by a One-step RT-PCR kit (Qiagen)
with real-time detection using SybrGreenI fluorescent dye on a
Rotor Gene 3000 instrument (Corbett Research, Australia).
The qRT-PCR reactions were prepared in duplicates in one
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run. Reaction conditions were: reverse transcription at 50�C for
30 min, initial activation at 95�C for 15 min, cycling: denatur-
ation at 95�C for 20 sec, annealing at a temperature specific for
each set of primers (see Table S1) for 20 sec, extension at 7�C
for 30 sec. Products were verified by melting analysis and gel
electrophoresis on 1.2% agarose gel with ethidium bromide
staining. The relative concentration of templates in different
samples was determined using comparative analysis software
(Corbett Research). The results for individual target genes were
normalized according to the relative internal standard GAPDH.
The data are presented from at least 3 biologic replicates. The
significant differences between GV and MII were evaluated
using t-test (PrismaGraph5).

Immunocytochemistry

Mouse and human oocytes were fixed for 20 min in 4% PFA in
phosphate saline buffer (PBS). Oocytes were permeabilized for
10 min in 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS, then washed with PVA/
PBS. Oocytes were incubated with primary antibodies at 4�C
overnight. We are using human 4E-BP1 nomenclature to unify
the text discussing human and mouse systems. The human
4E-BP1 sequence of amino acid numbers is greater by one. The
following antibodies were used in 1:100 dilution: rabbit anti-4E-
BP1 (#9452, CST), rabbit anti-phospho-4E-BP1(Thr70) (#13396,
CST), rabbit anti-phospho-4E-BP1(T37/46) (#9459, CST), rabbit
anti-phospho-4E-BP1(Ser65) (#9451, CST), rabbit anti-CDK1
(#9112, CST), mouse anti-tubulin (#T6793, Sigma) and g-tubulin
(#T6557, Sigma), rabbit anti-phospho-mTOR(Ser2448, #2971,
CST) and mouse anti-LMNA/C (SAB4200236, Sigma Aldrich).
After washing in PBS, detection of the primary antibodies was
performed by cultivation of the oocytes with relevant Alexa Fluor
488, 594 or 647 conjugates (diluted 1: 250) for 1 h at room tem-
perature. Oocytes were then washed 2 times for 15 min in PVA/
PBS and mounted using Vectashield Mounting Medium with
DAPI (H-1200, Vector Laboratories). Samples were visualized
using a Leica SP5 inverted confocal microscope (Leica Microsys-
tems) in 16 bit depth. Images were assembled in LEICA LasAFX
(Leica Microsystems) software and equatorial sections were
quantified by Image J software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).

Western blot

Oocytes were lysed with 6 ml of Millipore H2O and 2, 5 ml of 4x
lithium dodecyl sulfate, sample buffer NP 0007 and 1 ml reduc-
tion buffer NP 0004 (Novex, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
boiled at 100�C for 5 min. If not stated otherwise, sample of 50
oocytes per sample was used. To detect phosphorylation shift,
oocytes were dissolved in the 20 ml of the 1x NEBuffer with
800 U of LPP enzyme (P0753, New England BioLabs) and incu-
bated overnight at 30�C, LPP was omitted in the control sample
(LPP-). Lysates were separated using a 4–12% gradient poly-
acrylamide gel SDS (NP323BOX, Life Technologies) page and
transferred to an immobilon P membrane (PVDF; Millipore)
using semidry blotting system (Biometra GmbH). Membranes
were blocked for 1 h, in 1–5% skimmed milk dissolved in
Tween-Tris-buffer saline (TTBS, pH 7,4) according to antibody
(list of primary antibodies and dilutions is below). After 3
cycles for 10 min washing in TTBS, membranes were incubated

at 4�C overnight in 1% milk/TTBS with the following primary
antibodies: GAPDH (rabbit, G9545, Sigma-Aldrich) and Tubu-
lin (mouse, T6793, Sigma-Aldrich) antibodies were diluted 1:30
000 and 4E-BP1 (rabbit, 9452, CST), 4E-BP1(T69) (rabbit,
9455S, CST), 4E-BP1(T36/45) (rabbit, 9459, CST), 4E-BP1
(S64) (rabbit, 9451S, CST), anti HA (rabbit, 3724, CST) anti-
bodies were diluted 1:500; mTOR(Ser2448) (rabbit, 2971S,
CST), mTOR (rabbit, 2972, CST) antibodies were diluted 1:8
000 and 1:2 000 respectively. After 3 cycles of 10 min washing
in TTBS the membrane was incubated for 1 h with secondary
antibody Peroxidase Anti-Rabbit Donkey (711–035–152, Jack-
son immunoresearch) or Peroxidase Anti-mouse Donkey
(715–035–151, Jackson immunoresearch) in 1:7.500 dilution in
1% milk/TTBS 1 h at room temperature. Immunodetected pro-
teins were visualized by ECL (Amersham, GE Healthcare life
science), films were scanned using a GS-800 calibrated densi-
tometer (Bio-Rad) and quantified using Image J software
(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).

Microinjection

GV stage mouse oocytes were microinjected in transfer
medium with IMBX on an inverted microscope Leica DMI
6000B with Transferman NK2 and Femtojet (Eppendorf).
Oocytes were injected with in vitro transcribed RNA (mMes-
sage, Ambion) from mutant plasmid pCW57.1–4E-BP1–4Ala41

and pCMV3-N-HA-4E-BP1 (generous gift of professor Nahum
Sonenberg, McGill University, Montreal, Canada; Gingras
et al.27). Approximately 5 pl of RNA solutions of 4E-BP1-Ala
or 4E-BP1-Wt diluted in RNAse free water, to concentration
50 ng/ml were microinjected into oocytes.

Dual-luciferase assay

Oocytes were injected in the presence of IBMX with 50 ng/ml of
IVT RNA (mMessage, Ambion) from Renilla Luciferase con-
structs (Eef2–50UTR - RL; #38235; Addgene) with combination
of injection amount control Firefly Luciferase (FL; #18964;
Addgene75) and RNA for 4E-BP1-Wt or 4E-BP1–4Ala in the
presence of IBMX. Oocytes were cultured for 5 h without
IBMX. At least 5 oocytes were lysed in 5 ml of Passive Lysis
Buffer and stored at ¡80�C until measurement of chemilumi-
nescence by Dual-Luciferase Assay System (Promega) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Signal intensities were
measured using a Glomax Luminometer (Promega). Activity of
RL was normalized to the FL luciferase.

Statistical analysis

Experiments were repeated at least 3 times unless stated. Mean
and SD values were calculated using MS Excel, statistical signif-
icance of the differences between the groups was tested using
Student’s t-test (PrismaGraph5) and P<0.05 was considered as
statistically significant.

Abbreviations

Akap95 Kinase (PRKA) anchor protein 8
CCs Cumulus cells
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CDK1 Cyclin dependent kinase 1
CTA Chromosomal translational area
CYCB1 Cyclin B1
DAPI 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
ER Endoplasmic reticulum
eIF4E Eukaryotic initiation factor 4E
eIF4G1 Eukaryotic initiation factor 4G1
eIF4A Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A
FL Firefly Luciferase
FRAP kinase FKBP-12-rapamycin-associated

protein
G1-phase Gap 1 phase
GV Germinal vesical stage
HPG L-homopropargylglycine
HA Hemagglutinin
IBMX 3-Isobutyl-1-methylxanthine
IRES Internal ribosome entry site
IVT In vitro transcribed
LMN Lamin A/C
Mis18a MIS18 kinetochore protein A
mTOR Mammalian target of rapamycin
MI Metaphase of first meiotic maturation
MII Metaphase of second meiotic

maturation
MPF Maturation promoting factor
Noco Nocodazole
NEBD Nuclear envelope breakdown
OA Okadaic acid
PTA Perispindular translational area
PVA Polyvinyl alcohol
PIW Post IBMX wash
PLK1 Polo-like kinase1
PKB/ AKT Protein kinase B/ serine/threonine-

specific protein kinase
PBE Polar body extrusion.
Ras/Raf/ERK pathway Mitogen-activated protein kinases

pathway
Rosco Roscovitine
RL Renilla Luciferase
Rapa Rapamycin
S6 kinase Ribosomal s6 kinase
TOP Terminal oligopyrimidine motif
3�UTR Three prime untranslated region
4E-BP1 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

4E-binding protein 1
4E-BP2 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

4E-binding protein 2
4E-BP3 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

4E-binding protein 3
5�UTR Five prime untranslated region
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Abstract: The rate of chromosome segregation errors that emerge during meiosis I in the mammalian
female germ line are known to increase with maternal age; however, little is known about the
underlying molecular mechanism. The objective of this study was to analyze meiotic progression
of mouse oocytes in relation to maternal age. Using the mouse as a model system, we analyzed
the timing of nuclear envelope breakdown and the morphology of the nuclear lamina of oocytes
obtained from young (2 months old) and aged females (12 months old). Oocytes obtained from older
females display a significantly faster progression through meiosis I compared to the ones obtained
from younger females. Furthermore, in oocytes from aged females, lamin A/C structures exhibit
rapid phosphorylation and dissociation. Additionally, we also found an increased abundance of
MPF components and increased translation of factors controlling translational activity in the oocytes
of aged females. In conclusion, the elevated MPF activity observed in aged female oocytes affects
precocious meiotic processes that can multifactorially contribute to chromosomal errors in meiosis I.

Keywords: aging; oocyte; MPF; meiosis; translation; lamin A/C

1. Introduction

The development of female germ cells (oocytes) is essential for sexual reproduction. Oocytes,
arrested in meiotic prophase, undergo a major growth phase during their development in ovarian
follicles. During this phase, they actively transcribe their genome; however, most derived mRNAs
are stored in ribonucleoprotein particles to be used much later during the final stages of meiosis and
early embryonic development. A unique property of the oocyte is that the final stages of meiosis (after
prophase I) occur in the absence of de novo transcription. Consequently, regulation of mRNA stability
and translation serves as the main driving forces behind oogenesis and early embryogenesis [1].
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Mammalian oocytes undergo two successive cell divisions without an intermediate replicative
phase. This brief period is called “meiotic maturation” and is crucial for the formation of an egg capable
of being fertilized and for the generation of viable and euploid offspring. At the onset of meiosis I,
the nuclear lamina is phosphorylated (namely lamin A/C; LMN A/C) and disassembled, leading to
nuclear envelope break down (NEBD), chromosome condensation, and progressive reorganization of
microtubules into a bipolar spindle [2]. At the end of meiosis I, the first asymmetric division occurs.

Human and mouse oocytes are vulnerable to aging as the incidence of chromosome segregation
errors (aneuploidy) reaches high levels in females/mothers of advanced age [3–5]. For example,
in 20-year-old women, aneuploidy occurs in ~2% of matured oocytes; however, after 35 years of age
aneuploidy increases to 35% [6,7]. Similarly, oocytes from aged mice display a significant increase
in the incidence of aneuploidy. In three-month-old mice, aneuploidy occurs in 5% of cases; however,
by 12 months of age this figure increases to 30–50% [4,8,9]. The majority of chromosome segregation
errors are known to arise during the first meiotic cytokinesis [6,10]; however, the reasons why female
meiosis shows this peculiar vulnerability to aging remains unclear.

In this study, we present evidence for the aberrant timing of meiosis I in the oocytes derived
from female mice of advanced age. Such age-associated abnormalities present as aberrations in
nuclear envelope morphology as well as the precocious timing of NEBD and the formation of
kinetochore-microtubule (K-MT) attachments, resulting in accelerated first polar body extrusion
(PBE). Furthermore, we reveal that it is the overexpression of metaphase promoting factor (MPF)
components associated with impaired translational machinery that leads to this phenotype.

2. Results

2.1. Meiosis I Is Accelerated in Oocytes from Females of Advanced Age

It is well known that increased maternal age negatively affects oocyte quality [3,5]. We isolated
oocytes from antral follicles and obtained an average of 22 fully grown GV oocytes per young mouse
(YF; 2 months old) compared to 3 oocytes per aged female (AF; 12 months old). Following removal of
IBMX from the culture medium, to restart meiosis I, 98.75% of selected oocytes from young females and
98.53% oocytes from aged females resumed meiosis (NEBD; Student’s t-test p = 0.9985). Of the cells that
resumed meiosis, 84% of the young oocytes extruded polar body and reached MII in the 12 h period
compared to 94% of AF oocytes (Student’s t-test p = 0.010809). Measurement of oocyte diameter did not
show any differences between age groups (71.73 ± 1.5 and 72.31 ± 1.6 µm, respectively, Student’s t-test
p = 0.99743). To analyze the effect of maternal age on the progress of meiosis I, we compared the
maturation of mouse oocytes from young females (YF; 2 months old) and aged females (AF; 12 months
old). Time-lapse microscopy revealed that the oocytes from AF progress through meiosis I significantly
30 min faster than oocytes from YF (p < 0.05; Figure 1a,b). The oocytes in the AF group initiate nuclear
envelope breakdown (NEBD) earlier (Figure 1a) and consequently polar body extrusion (PBE) also
occurs earlier than in the YF group (p < 0.05; Figure 1b); manifest as a shortening of time between
NEBD and PBE (Figure 1b). Next, we scored the attachment of individual cold-stable microtubules
(MT) with end-on kinetochores in both age groups. We found that, during metaphase I, 6 h after
releasing oocytes from prophase I (6 h post-IBMX-wash), the AF group had a higher number of stably
attached kinetochores (95.5%) than the YF group (75.8%, p < 0.01) (Figure 1c,d). The larger number
of stably end-on attached kinetochores in the AF group demonstrates that the progression through
meiosis I was accelerated in the oocytes from the AF group.

2.2. Dissociation of Nuclear Envelope Is Accelerated in the Oocytes from Aged Females

The abundant components of the nuclear envelope are lamin A and C (LMN A/C) [11].
Phosphorylation of these lamins at Serine-22 (Ser22) triggers the disassembly of the nuclear
lamina, which is a prerequisite for nuclear envelope breakdown [12]. Therefore, we analyzed the
phosphorylation of LMN A/C (Ser22) as a marker of meiotic progression. Oocytes from both age
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groups were analyzed by Western blotting at various time points relative to their initial isolation
(i.e., after 0, 1, 3, 6, and 12 h). We found that the AF group had a significantly increased level of
phosphorylated LMN A/C 1 h post-IBMX-wash (p < 0.05; Figure 2a,b). On the contrary, the YF
group only had an abundant level of phosphorylated LMN A/C 3 h post-IBMX-wash (Figure 2a,b).
Despite the observed different timing of LMN A/C phosphorylation between these two groups, the
total/eventual level of LMN A/C remained constant (Figure 2a,c).Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2018, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW  3 of 18 
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Figure 1. Meiosis I is accelerated in oocytes from females of advanced age. (a) Timing of nuclear
envelope breakdown (NEBD) of oocytes isolated from young females (YF, n = 80; black line) and aged
females (AF, n = 68; red line). Trend line is depicted by dot line. Data represent mean ± SD, n = 6,
* p < 0.05, Student’s t-test. (b) Time from NEBD to polar body extrusion (PBE) in oocytes from YF
(n = 80; t = 8:30 h) and AF (n = 68; t = 8 h). Data represent mean ± SD and data are from at least
three experiments of biologically different samples. * p < 0.05, Student’s t-test. (c) Representative
Z-projections from the assessment of cold stable attachments of kinetochore (KT) to microtubule (MT)
imaged by confocal microscopy using CREST (green) and Tubulin (red) antibodies. Representative
images from three experiments of biologically different samples are presented (scale bar, 10 µm).
(d) The percentage of cold stable end-on MT to KT attachments in each age group averaged over
multiple cells (n ≥ 15) 6 h post-IBMX-wash. Kinetochore-MT end-on attachments were quantified.
The morphology of kinetochores analyzed is specified in detail. Data represent mean ± SD. ** p < 0.01,
Student’s t-test.
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Figure 2. Dissociation of nuclear lamina is accelerated in the oocytes from the AF group. (a) Western
blot analysis of phosphorylation status of LMN A/C (Ser22) at different time points during meiotic
progression (0 h, GV; 1 h, post-NEBD; 3 h, post-NEBD; 6 h, post-NEBD/metaphase I; 12 h,
post/NEBD/metaphase II). Antibodies against LMN A/C and GAPDH were used as loading controls.
Representative images are from three experiments of biologically different samples. (b) Quantification
of LMN A/C phosphorylation (Ser22) at different time points during meiotic maturation. Data are from
three experiments of biologically different samples. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%.
AF values from each antibody was compared between groups and same oocyte stage. Data represent
mean ± SD. * p < 0.05, bars with ns are non-significant, Student’s t-test. (c) Quantification of GAPDH
and LMN A/C protein expression at different time points during meiotic maturation. Data are from
three experiments of biologically different samples. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%.
AF values from each antibody was compared between groups and same oocyte stage. Data represent
mean ± SD. * p < 0.05, bars with ns are non-significant, Student’s t-test. (d) Representative images
of LMN A/C structures 3 h post-IBMX-wash (post-NEBD, scale bar 20 µm). The cortex of the oocyte
indicated by the white dashed line. See Figure S1 for the LMN A/C localization and phosphorylation
during oocyte meiotic progression and Figure S2 for electron microscopy images of the nuclear lamina.
(e) Quantification of LMN A/C structures in the oocytes from different age groups post-NEBD (n ≥ 33
and three independent biological replicates). Data represent mean ± SD. * p < 0.05, Student’s t-test.

It has been previously documented [13,14] that nuclear lamina structures can be still present
at least a few hours after NEBD in mouse oocytes. By immunocytochemistry (ICC), we visualized
LMN A/C structures during oocyte meiotic maturation (Figure S1a,b). Using specific antibodies,
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both total LMN A/C as well as phosphorylated LMN A/C (Ser22) were detected within the
disrupted nuclear lamina structures in NEBD stage oocytes, 3 h post-IBMX-wash (Figure S1a,b).
The observed lamina structures surrounded the chromosomal area, where the new spindle was due to
be assembled (Figure S1c), but disappeared as meiosis progressed (Figure S1). When we compared 3 h
post-IBMX-wash oocytes from both age groups, we found that the dissociation of the described LMN
A/C structures was completed significantly faster in the AF group, at a time-point at which they still
persisted in the YF oocytes (p < 0.05; Figure 2d,e).

Additionally, we imaged GV stage oocytes (oocytes with intact nucleus designated as germinal
vesicle, GV) from both age groups by transmission electron microscopy and we were able to distinguish
visible differences in the structure of the nuclear envelope in both groups. The nuclear membrane
of AF oocytes presented an unique characteristic series of invaginations and decreased compactness
(Figure S2a,b). The distinct morphology of the nuclear envelope in the AF oocyte group resulted in
a significant increase in the circumference of the nuclear envelope (p < 0.01; Figure S2b). Moreover,
the observed ultrastructural morphology of the nuclear lamina in AF oocytes resembled that reported
in the nuclear phenotypes of other aged cells [15,16].

To conclude, in addition to the above-mentioned precocious timing in meiosis, observed in AF
oocytes, we also observed a comparatively earlier phosphorylation of LMN A/C that was associated
with a faster disassembly of nuclear lamina, thus affecting the timing of nuclear membrane breakdown,
when compared to oocytes from the YF group.

2.3. CDK1 Activity Is Responsible for NEBD in Mouse Oocytes

NEBD is reported to be driven by CDK1 (MPF) activity via phosphorylation of lamin proteins
and subsequent lamina disassembly at the onset of meiotic resumption or mitosis [17,18]. To test
whether LMN A/C were phosphorylated in a CDK1-dependent manner, we treated mouse oocytes
with 20 µM Roscovitine (Rosco), a potent inhibitor of CDK1 activity, for 2 h after NEBD. We found
significantly decreased levels of LMN A/C (Ser22) phosphorylation in oocytes treated with Rosco
(p < 0.05; Figure 3a,b) versus controls, a result that is consistent with findings of [17].
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Figure 3. CDK1 is responsible for LMN A/C phosphorylation in mouse oocyte. (a) Western blot
analysis of oocyte samples treated for 2 h after NEBD with 20 µM CDK1 inhibitor, Roscovitine (Rosco).
Phosphorylation status of LMN A/C (Ser22) was detected using a specific antibody. Antibodies against
LMN A/C and GAPDH were used as a loading control. (b) Quantification of total and phosphorylated
LMN A/C after Roscovitine (Rosco) treatment. Protein levels were normalized in a way that non-treated
controls are 100%. Data was derived from three experiments containing biologically different samples.
Columns represent mean, ± SD; ns non-significant; * p < 0.05, Student’s t-test.

Thus, our data confirm the functional involvement of the activated MPF in nuclear lamina
disassembly through regulation of LMN A/C phosphorylation status.
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2.4. CDK1 Activity Is Increased in Mouse Oocytes from Aged Females

We next examined, whether the expression of MPF components, that directly affect meiotic
progression [19], differs between the YF and AF groups of mouse oocytes. Firstly, we isolated total RNA
from transcriptionally silent GV staged oocytes from each group and performed quantitative RT-PCR
mRNA expression analysis of the MPF component genes Cdk1 and the B-type Cyclins. We found
significantly increased levels of both Cdk1 and Cyclin B transcripts in the oocytes from the AF group
(Figure 4a) that were not reflected in the total RNA content (Figure S3a) nor in the expression level of
Gapdh mRNA (Figure 4a). Next we analyzed the expression of MPF components at the protein level
via Western blotting, and again we discovered a significant increase in the expression levels of CCNB
and CDK1 proteins, specifically in the AF group of oocytes (Figure 4b,c). In addition to the use of a
pan-CDK1 antibody, we also probed the oocyte samples with an antibody that specifically recognized
phosphorylated (Thr161) CDK1, the enzymatically active form of the protein that is required for a
functional MPF activity [19–22]. Again, we found increased phosphorylation status of CDK1 in the AF
group versus the YF group of oocytes (Figure 4d,e). Consistently, an analysis of MPF activity, using a
standard kinase assay, also revealed a significant increase in CDK1 activity at 1 h in the AF oocytes
compared with the YF oocytes, at the time of NEBD (Figure 4d,e).

Taking these results together, we conclude that the activation of the MPF is significantly accelerated
in the oocytes from aged females.

2.5. Translation of Positive Regulators of Translation Is Increased in the Oocytes from Aged Females

De novo transcription in fully grown oocytes ceased, so we wondered whether the elevated
levels of CCNB and CDK1 proteins in the oocytes from aged females were only due to higher
transcript abundance or could also be related to higher translational activity. To experimentally
address this question, we compared the incorporation of 35S-Methionine into nascently translated
proteins in both the YF and AF groups of oocytes during maturation (Figure S3b), but we found no
significant difference in the levels of global translation (Figure S3b,c). However, we also derived
an RNA-seq dataset of mRNA polyribosomal occupancy that allowed us to detect and identify
actively translated mRNAs in the two studied age groups of oocytes. Whilst the polysome occupancy
was unchanged for mRNAs encoding GAPDH, CDK1, and CCNB1, we did intriguingly identify
Ccnb2-derived transcripts enriched over 11-fold in polysomal fractions from AF compared to YF
oocytes (Figure 5a). A further GO-term (gene ontology) enrichment analysis of polysome-bound
mRNAs indicated a significant enrichment of mRNA coding for protein factors belonging to GO
functional categories associated with translation initiation and regulation, specifically in the AF oocyte
group (p-value = 4.76−6.34 × 10−6 for 38 individual mRNAs) (Figure 5b). Generally, this enrichment
was higher and the respective categories contained more mRNAs in the AF group over the YF
oocytes. We therefore systematically examined the polysome-bound mRNAs whose products are
involved in the regulation of translation and revealed increased levels of mRNA coding for positive
translation regulators, namely, eukaryotic translation initiation factors (eIF2D, eIF3E, eIF4B, eIF4E3,
and eIF4G1), polyadenylation factors (PABPN1L and PABPN1), elongation factor (eEF2), and the
number of ribosomal proteins (60S-RPL6, RPL10, RPL10A, RPL17, RPL19, RPL23A, RPL24, RPL37,
RPL38; 40S-RPS6, RPS8, RPS9, RPS13, RPS16, and RPS25) in the AF group of oocytes (Figure 5c).
Contrarily, we detected a decreased level of mRNA-polysome association for the elongation factor
kinase (eEF2K), which is known to act as a suppressor of translational elongation (Figure 5c).

Overall, these results suggest that the translation of individual MPF components and of specific
translational factors is elevated in AF oocytes, which is likely to result in changes in the physiology of
oocytes from aged female mice.
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Figure 4. Expression of MPF components and its activity is increased in the oocytes from aged females.
(a) RT-PCR quantification of mRNA coding for CDK1 and B-type cyclins, as well as loading control
Gapdh in the GV oocytes (0 h) from different age groups. For quantification of total RNA content in
oocytes from YF and AF groups see Figure S3a. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%.
Data was derived from at least four experiments of biologically different samples. Columns represent
mean; error bars ± SD; ns non-significant; * p < 0.05, Student’s t-test. (b) Western blot analysis
of CDK1, CDK1 (Thr161) and CCNB during oocyte maturation (0 h, 1 h and 6 h) in the both age
groups. See Figure S3b,c for the assessment of global translation in oocytes from YF and AF groups.
(c) Quantification of MPF components, CDK1, its phosphorylation (Thr161), CCNB and GAPDH as a
loading control. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%. From at least three experiments
of biologically different samples. Columns represent mean ± SD; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; bars with ns
are non-significant; Student’s t-test. (d) Representative image of analysis of CDK1 activity (H1) in
the oocytes after isolation (0 h), NEBD (1 h) and at metaphase I (6 h). Kinase assay was done with
oocytes of both female age groups. CDK1 activity was measured towards histone H1 as external
substrate, marked by white rectangle. (e) Quantification of CDK1 (H1 substrate) activity during oocyte
maturation from YF and AF groups. Measurements originated from four experiments of biologically
different samples. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%. Columns represent mean;
error bars ± SD; ns non-significant; * p < 0.05; Student’s t-test.
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Figure 5. Translation of a number of translational factor components is increased in the oocytes from
aged females. (a) mRNA abundance of MPF components, Cdk1 and Cyclins B as well as Gapdh used
as the control in the polyribosomal fractions. Percentage of reads from RNA-Seq. See Figure S3a
for quantification of total RNA in oocytes from YF and AF groups. Three independent experimental
datasets from biologically different samples. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%.
Data columns represent mean; error bars, ± SEM; ns non-significant; *** p < 0.001; Student’s t-test.
(b) Top 10 most enriched GO Function categories in polysome-bound mRNAs in YF (grey) and AF
(red) oocytes determined by Gorilla. NoG (Number of Genes) denotes the number of genes in enriched
categories. Highlighted lines represent translational functional categories. (c) Translational regulation
of mRNA coding for different translational factors from polysomal fractions of YF and AF oocytes.
Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%. Data represent mean ± SEM; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01;
*** p < 0.001; Student’s t-test.

2.6. Elevated CDK1 Activity Is Responsible for Faster Meiosis I in Mouse Oocytes

It is known that the expression of CCNB is the limiting factor for the activation of MPF in
oocytes prior to resumption of meiosis I [23,24]. It has been reported [25] that the slow increase in
CDK1 activity during meiosis I acts as an intrinsic timing mechanism that ensures the appropriate
stabilization of kinetochore attachments and thus guards the oocyte against chromosomal segregation
errors. We examined whether the overexpression of CCNB affects the timing of meiotic progression.
We overexpressed CCNB by microinjecting a cRNA encoding GFP-fused to CCNB into YF oocytes at
the GV (0 h) stage (Figure S4). We also microinjected other GV oocytes with Gfp cRNA as a negative
control. We found that, when experimenting with oocytes derived from the YF cohort, there was a
significant increase (p < 0.05) in the levels of phosphorylated LMN A/C (Ser22) and phosphorylated
CDK1 (Thr161) when microinjected with Ccnb:gfp cRNA, as measured 3 h post-IBMX-wash compared
to the control group (Figure 6a,b). Live cell imaging of meiotic progression/maturation of such oocytes
revealed that the increased expression of CCNB was also able to significantly accelerate overall meiotic
progression, as evaluated by the timing of the NEBD and PBE (p < 0.05; Figure 6c,d). Specifically,
oocytes injected with Ccnb:gfp extruded the polar body significantly earlier compared to the control
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group (Figure 6c). Thus, they mimicked the phenotype observed in the AF oocytes (Figure 1). Moreover,
we also visualized cold-stable kinetochore-microtubule end-on attachments [25,26] and found that the
oocytes overexpressing CCNB had a significantly higher rate of the kinetochore-microtubule end-on
attachment than the controls at the 6 h post-IBMX-wash (p < 0.05; Figure 6e,f). These results suggest
that artificially increasing MPF activity leads to a notably more rapid progression through meiosis I as
exemplified by the production of stable kinetochore-microtubule attachments.
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Figure 6. Elevated MPF activity is responsible for meiosis I acceleration in oocytes. (a) Western blot
analysis of LMN A/C (Ser22), LMN A/C, CDK1 (Thr161), CDK1, and GAPDH in the post-NEBD
oocytes (3 h) injected with Ccnb RNA or control Gfp RNA (Cntrl). See Figure S4 for the over-expression
of CCNB in oocytes. Representative images from at least three experiments of biologically different
samples. (b) Quantification of protein expression, LMN A/C, and CDK1 phosphorylation. From three
experiments of biologically different samples. Values obtained for the YF group were set as 100%.
Data represent mean ± SD; ns non-significant; * p < 0.05; Student’s t-test. (c) Timing of NEBD
of YF oocytes microinjected with Gfp (n = 46; black line) and Ccnb cRNA (n = 51; red line).
From three experimental data sets of biologically different samples. Trend line is depicted by dot lines.
Data represent mean ± SD. * p < 0.05, Student’s t-test. (d) Time from NEBD to PBE in oocytes from
YF injected with RNA coding for Gfp (n = 46; t = 8:25 h) and Ccnb (n = 51; t = 7:52 h). Data represent
mean ± SD and data are from at least three experiments of biologically different samples. Student’s
t-test. (e) Representative Z-projections from the assessment of cold stable attachments of kinetochores
(KT, CREST, green) to microtubule (MT, tubulin, red) of oocytes microinjected with control Gfp and
Ccnb cRNA. Representative images are from three experiments of biologically different samples (scale
bar, 10 µm). (f) The percentage of cold stable end-on MT to KT attachments in each group averaged
over multiple cells (n ≥ 28) 6 h post-IBMX-wash. Kinetochore-MT end-on attachments were quantified.
The morphology of kinetochores analyzed is specified in detail. Data represent mean ± SD. * p < 0.05,
Student’s t-test.
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Taken together, these experiments show we were able to mimic the faster meiotic progression
observed in the AF oocytes, that itself stems from higher MPF activity.

3. Discussion

Here we have addressed the question of how meiosis I differs in oocytes from females of advanced
reproductive age versus those originating from young females. The precise timing of the cell cycle
is a prerequisite for the appropriate propagation of genomes. It is well accepted that, in human
and mouse oocytes, the incidence of genomic instability and aneuploidy increases with maternal
age [5,7,27–30]. Age-associated increase in aneuploidy [27–30] has been attributed, at least in part,
to a faster progression through the first meiotic division in oocytes from aged females, which would
affect the time available for proper chromosome congression prior to chromosome segregation [27].
The mouse is a useful model in which to study the effect of age on egg quality, including the molecular
basis for observed age-associated increase in aneuploidy.

We have found that oocytes from aged females resume meiosis and progress through meiosis I
faster than the oocytes from young females. Our finding is consistent with findings of others [5,27,31–33]
but opposes other findings reporting a lack of timing in oocytes from aged females [34,35]. In addition,
we found that oocytes from aged females are significantly more meiotically competent than from young
females, a further consistent observation [36]. The underlying reasons for the reported discrepancies
related to the length of meiosis I in aged oocytes are not clear; however, they may have their origin in
the methodologies employed to select meiotically competent GV oocytes and/or further differences in
oocyte manipulation (e.g., the removal of cumulus cells and microinjection). Relating to our own data,
we conclude that an increase in MPF activity during meiosis I temporary regulates acceleration of
NEBD, the attachment of chromosomes, and cytokinesis events in aged oocytes. Moreover, our results
are in agreement with previous findings [25] in which it is reported that premature increases of CDK1
kinase activity, induced by cyclin-B microinjection, are responsible for the precocious formation of
stable kinetochore-microtubule attachments and lagging chromosomes during anaphase I, a condition
that leads to aneuploidy. Thus, the increased presence of MPF components, as observed in our AF
oocyte cohort, could clearly act in a similar manner to result in chromosome segregation errors during
meiosis I.

Surprisingly, we have also found that transcripts coding for MPF components are significantly
overexpressed in the oocytes from aged females. However, it is important to recognize that the
abundance of mRNA only represents one part of the regulation of gene expression and that selective
translational regulation of transcripts can play a pivotal role. It has been previously reported
that CCNB2 has a functional role during the prophase/metaphase transition of mouse oocyte
maturation [37], and these data support our findings showing that the increased translational rate of
CCNB2 transcripts in the oocytes from aged females might be associated with faster meiotic progression.
Consistent with this prevailing view, we have also demonstrated elevated phosphorylation levels
of CDK1 (Thr161), that in turn contributes to its MPF activity [38], in AF oocytes. Notwithstanding
this observation, the upregulation of Cyclin B clearly plays a positive role in reinforcing CDK1/MPF
activity and thus driving meiotic cycle progression. As such, our study correlates the resumption of
meiosis with the synthesis of the regulatory subunit of MPF, namely cyclin B1/2, as supported by the
fact that the level of MPF activity is known to depend on the amount of cyclin B present [22,39,40].
Thus, the fact that the MPF components in aged GV oocytes are apparently more expressed (but not
necessarily fully active) and that they are then rapidly activated during their maturation (in AF versus
YF oocytes) contributes to the observed acceleration of the AF oocytes meiotic progression.

We show that both cyclins B are expressed and differentially occupy polyribosomes in the AF
group. In addition to the increased expression of MPF components, which leads to accelerated
meiotic progression, we also demonstrate that the key components of the translational machinery are
more translated (associated with polysome fractions), which in turn is likely to positively affect
general translation in AF oocytes. Indeed, our findings are in good agreement with published
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data describing increased numbers of ribosomes in oocytes from older females [41]. However,
in connection to increased number of ribosomes, we have not observed increased rates of global
translation. Nonetheless, our results suggest that there is increased translation of specific mRNAs
related to specific translational machinery activity in AF oocytes, which may contribute to amplifying
the roles of specific regulators [13,42]; mechanisms that could target specific mRNAs for translation
and consequently affect meiotic progression rates. In addition to the increased number of ribosomes
and translational regulators in oocytes from females of advanced age, it has also been reported [43,44]
that the number of mitochondria is also increased in the oocytes and embryos derived from aged
mouse and human subjects.

We have also shown that the GV oocytes from female mice of advanced age have aberrantly
formed nuclear envelopes, which strongly resemble the morphology of those in aged somatic
cells [15,45]. In association with described precocious meiotic progression and increased MPF
activity, we have shown that the nuclear lamina is also precociously dispersed in aged oocytes.
We have previously reported that LMN A/C structures surround oocyte chromosomes post-NEBD,
resembling an organelle-exclusion “spindle envelope” that acts as a diffusion barrier structure [46–48].
Such spindle envelopes are thought to confine spindle assembly and their mechanical disruption is
reported to compromise precise and appropriate chromosome segregation in mitosis [47]. It is therefore
possible that the lack of such a functioning spindle envelope in AF-derived oocytes contributes to
increased aneuploidy rates observed.

Taken together, our results can provide at least a partial explanation for the commonly recognized
multifactorial phenomenon of age-related increase in oocyte aneuploidy on a molecular level.
In addition, our study significantly contributes to the overall knowledge base concerning the molecular
physiology of aged cells, including but not restricted to oocytes, and provides a solid foundation for
further work related to the observed translational discrepancies between young and aged oocytes
identified herein, and their functional interplay with meiotic progression/maturation.

4. Material and Methods

4.1. Oocyte Cultivation, Treatment, and Microinjection

GV oocytes were obtained from CD1 mice 46 h after injection by 5 IU pregnant mare serum
gonadotropin (PMSG, HOR 272, ProSpec, Rehovot, Israel). Oocytes were obtained from females in
two distinct age categories: young females (YF) group (2 months old) and aged females (AF) group
(12 months old). Oocytes were isolated in germinal vesicle stage (GV; 0 h) in transfer medium [49]
supplemented with 100 µM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX, I5879, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
Germany) to prevent NEBD. Selected fully grown GV oocytes were denuded by pipetting and cultured
in M16 medium (M7292, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) without IBMX at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2.
Post-IBMX-wash (PIW) oocytes undergo nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) within 1 h; they reach
metaphase I in 6 h and metaphase II in 12 h. For oocytes treatment, 20 µM roscovitin (186692-46-6,
Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) was added 1 h PIW. GV oocytes were microinjected in
the presence of the IBMX on inverted microscope Leica DMI 6000B (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar,
Germany) using TransferMan NK2 (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and FemtoJet (Eppendorf).
Oocytes were injected with 20 ng/µL of in vitro transcribed (mMessage, Ambion, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) RNAs from plasmids (GFP, [50]; CCNB1, Dr. Martin Anger, Laboratory
of Cell Division Control, IAPG, CAS) diluted in RNAse free water. Approximately 5 pL of RNA
solution were injected into one oocyte. Microinjected oocytes were used for time-lapse microscopy,
cold tubulin stability testing, and immunoblotting. All animal work was conducted according to Act
No 246/1992 for the protection of animals against cruelty; from 25.09.2014 number CZ02389, issued by
Ministry of agriculture.
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4.2. Time-Lapse Microscopy

Oocytes were scanned with an inverted wide field microscope, Leica DMI 6000B (Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), equipped with a chamber system (Pecon, Erbach, Germany),
a Tempcontroller 2000-2 (Pecon), and a CO2 controller (Pecon). Cover-glass-based 4-well chambers
(94.6190.402, Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) were used for live oocytes imaging. Oocytes were put
into a 10 µL drop of M16 medium without IBMX and covered by approximately 1 mL of mineral
oil (M8410, Sigma-Aldrich). The chamber was pre-tempered to 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. Images were
captured every 5 min. Timing of the NEBD and polar body extrusion (PBE) were evaluated through
time lapse movies.

4.3. Immunoblotting

Oocytes were washed in phosphate buffer saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich) with polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA, Sigma-Aldrich) and frozen to −80 ◦C. An exact number of oocytes (15–30) were lysed in
10µL of 1× Reducing SDS Loading Buffer (lithium dodecyl sulfate sample buffer NP 0007 and
reduction buffer NP 0004, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and heated at 100 ◦C for
5 min. Proteins were separated by gradient precast 4–12% SDS–PAGE gel (NP 0323, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and transferred to Immobilon P membrane (IPVD 00010, Millipore, Merck group, Darmstadt,
Germany) using a semidry blotting system (Biometra GmbH, Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) for
25 min at 5 mA cm−2. Membranes were blocked by 5% skimmed milk dissolved in 0.05% Tween-Tris
buffer saline (TTBS), pH 7.4 for 1 h. After a brief washing in TTBS, membranes were incubated
at 4 ◦C overnight with the primary antibodies diluted in 1% milk/TTBS (see Table S1). Secondary
antibody Peroxidase Anti-Rabbit Donkey (711-035-152) or Peroxidase Anti-Mouse Donkey (715-035-151,
Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA) was diluted 1:7500 in 1% milk/TTBS. The membranes
were incubated in the secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. Immunodetected proteins
were visualized on films using ECL (Amersham, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Barcelona, Spain).
Films were scanned using a GS-800 calibrated densitometer (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA) and
quantified using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).

4.4. Measurement of Overall Protein Synthesis

To measure the overall protein synthesis, 50 µCi of 35S-methionine (Hartmann Analytics,
Braunschweig, Germany) was added to methionine-free culture medium. Ten oocytes per sample were
labeled for 2 h, then lysed in SDS-buffer, and loaded to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
transferred to an Immobilon P membrane using the semidry blotting system for 25 min at 5 mA cm−2

(the same materials as in Immunoblotting). The labeled proteins were visualized by autoradiography
on FujiFilm (incubated at least 14 days in −80 ◦C), scanned using BAS-2500 Photo Scanner (FujiFilm
Life Science, Tokyo, Japan) and quantified by ImageJ. GAPDH antibody was used as a loading control.

4.5. Immunocytochemistry and Cold-Stable MT Assay

After cultivation, oocytes were fixed for 15 min in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Alfa Aesar,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in PBS/PVA. Oocytes were permeabilized in 0.1%
Triton (X-100, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS/PVA for 10 min, washed in PBS/PVA, and incubated overnight
at 4 ◦C with primary antibodies (see Table S1). After washing in PBS/PVA, detection of the
primary antibodies was performed by cultivation of the oocytes with relevant Highly Cross-Adsorbed
Secondary Antibodies, Alexa Fluor 488, 594 or 647 conjugates (Thermo Fisher Scientific) diluted
1:250 for 1 h at room temperature. Oocytes were then washed two times for 15 min in PBS/PVA and
mounted using a Vectashield Mounting Medium with DAPI (H-1200, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA, USA). For the cold-stable MT assay, oocytes were matured for 6 h post-IBMX-wash and then were
incubated for 15 min in 4 ◦C, fixed in 4% PFA/PVA, and stained for tubulin and CREST according to
the immunocytochemistry protocol. Confocal images were collected as Z stacks at 0.3 µm intervals

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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to visualize the entire meiotic spindle region. Samples were visualized using a Leica SP5 inverted
confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). To classify kinetochore attachment
status, images were scored around the same Z plane using the merged two-color confocal stack of
CREST and MT images. Images were assembled in software LAS X (Leica Microsystems).

4.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy

Mouse oocytes in GV were washed three times in PBS/PVA and one time in 0.1 M Sorenson’s
phosphate buffer (pH = 7.2) with PVA. Oocytes were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde (G5882,
Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.1 M Sorenson’s phosphate buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Fixed oocytes
were transported to the Electron Microscopy facility at the Microscopy Centre of the Institute of
Molecular Genetics, CAS. Fixative was removed and oocytes were centrifuged (5000× g/5 min) in 1%
low-temperature melting agarose. Oocytes were embedded to Epon blocks and sliced by UltraCut6
(Leica Microsystems) to ultra-thin sections. Oocyte sections were imaged at 80 kV using FEI Morgagni
268 Transmission Electron Microscope with Olympus Megaview III Digital Camera EM (FEI Company,
Hillsboro, OR, USA).

4.7. RNA Isolation and RT-PCR

RNA was extracted using a RNeasy Plus Micro kit (74034, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and
genomic DNA was depleted using gDNA Eliminator columns. The quality and quantity of the isolated
RNA was analyzed using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) system employing
the RNA 6000 Pico kit (5067-1513, Agilent). RT-PCR was then carried out using the Rotor-Gene
3000 (Biocompare, South San Francisco, CA, USA) and the OneStep RT-PCR Kit (210210, Qiagen)
and SybrGreen I (S7563, Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturers’ provided protocols.
Gene/transcript specific RT-PCR primers were designed with an annealing temperature of 58 ◦C (see
Table S2). The reaction condition for reverse transcription was as follows: 50 ◦C/30 min, then initial
activation at 95 ◦C/15 min, followed by 40 PCR amplification cycles (95 ◦C/15 s, 58 ◦C/20 s, 72 ◦C/30 s)
and 72 ◦C/10 min. Quantification analyses were performed using a dynamic amplification efficiency
determination for each amplification run as provided in the comparative quantification function with
the Rotor-Gene RG-3000 software. The exact amplification efficiencies were assessed in each tube,
and a mathematic model was applied for the derived calculation of the relative gene expression in the
control (YF).

4.8. Polysome Fractionation and RNA Extraction

Prior to oocyte collection, 100 µg/mL of cycloheximide (CHX, 01810, Sigma-Aldrich) was added
for 10 min. Next, 200 oocytes (per sample) were washed three times in PBS/PVA supplemented with
CHX and frozen at –80 ◦C in low-binding tube (Eppendorf). To disrupt the zona pellucida and lysate
the oocytes, 250 µL of zirconia-silica beads (11079110z, BioSpec, Bartlesville, OK, USA) were added to
the tube with frozen oocytes together with 350 µL of lysis buffer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5; 62.5 mM KCl;
5 mM MgCl2; 2 mM DTT; 1% TritonX-100; 100 µg/mL of CHX supplemented with Complete-EDTA-free
Protease Inhibitor (05 056 489 001 3, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) and Ribolock
20 U/mL (EO0381, Thermo Fisher Scientific)). Oocytes were disrupted in the mixer mill apparatus
MM301 (shake frequency 30, total time 45 s, Retsch, Haan, Germany). Lysates were clarified by
centrifugation at 8000× g for 5 min at 4 ◦C). Supernatants were loaded onto 10–50% linear sucrose
gradients containing 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5; 100 mM KCl; 5 mM MgCl2; 2 mM DTT; 100 µg/mL
CHX; Complete EDTA-free (1 tablet/100 mL); and 5 U/mL Ribolock. Centrifugation was carried out
using Optima L-90 ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) at 35,000× g for 65 min at 4 ◦C.
Polysome profiles were recorded using ISCO UA-5 UV absorbance reader. We monitored the overall
quality of the polysome fractionation experiment by an inclusion of a parallel HEK293 cells sample.
Ten equal fractions were recovered from each sample and subjected to RNA isolation by Trizol reagent
(Sigma-Aldrich). Each fraction was then tested by qPCR with 18S and 28S rRNA-specific primers in
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LightCycler480 (Roche) to reconstruct a distribution of non-polysomal and polysomal RNA complexes
in each oocyte—specific profile.

4.9. Library Preparation, RNA Sequencing and Data Analysis

Fractions corresponding to polysomal and non-polysomal part, respectively, were pulled together.
These sub-samples were concentrated to 16 µL of Clean & Concentrator-5 (R1014, Zymo Research,
Irvine, CA, USA) and ribosomal RNA was removed from them by Ribozero-Gold (MRZG12324,
Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Afterwards, RNA was turned into cDNA and amplified by using
the REPLI-g WTA Single Cell Kit (150063, Qiagen). Finally, cDNA was tagmented and libraries were
prepared using the Nextera DNA Library Prep Kit (FC-121-1030, Illumina). Sequencing was performed
in Centro Nacional de Analisys Genomico facility (CNAG, Barcelona, Spain). Samples were sequenced
by HiSeq 2500 (Illumina) as 150 bp paired-end. Reads were trimmed using Trim Galore! v0.4.1 and
mapped to the mouse GRCm38 genome assembly using Hisat2 v2.0.5. Gene expression was quantified
as fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM) values in Seqmonk v1.40.0. Functional annotation
was performed using GOrilla [51,52] with ranked lists of genes detected in polysomal fractions
(FPKM > 0.1).

4.10. Kinase Assay

Kinase activities of CDK1 (H1) and MAPK (MBP) were determined in a single assay via
their capacity to phosphorylate external substrates histone H1 and myelin basic protein (MBP),
respectively [53]. Fifteen oocytes per sample were collected and lysed in 5 µL of lysis buffer (10 µg/mL
leupeptin, 10 µg/mL aprotinin, 10 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 20 mM β-glycerophosphate, 0.1 mM
Na3VO4, 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM benzamidine, 1 mM AEBSF) by three cycles of freezing/thawing.
Next, 5 µL of double kinase buffer (60 µg/mL leupeptin, 60 µg/mL aprotinin, 24 mM p-nitrophenyl
phosphate, 90 mM β-glycerophosphate, 4.6 mM Na3VO4, 24 mM EGTA, 2 mM benzamidine, 2 mM
AEBSF, 24 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 4 mM NaF, 1.6 mM DTT, 0.2% (w/v) polyvinyl alcohol, 40 mM
MOPS pH 7.2, 2.2 µM protein kinase inhibitor (P0300, Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mg/mL MBP (M1891,
Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 mg/mL histone H1 (10223549001, Roche), 0.6 mM ATP, 1 mCi/mL [γ-32P] ATP
(Hartmann Analytic, Braunschweig, Germany) was incubated with the lysed sample for 30 min at
30 ◦C. The reaction was terminated by addition of 12.5 µL of double-strength concentrated reducing
sample buffer [54]. The phosphorylated substrates were resolved on 15% SDS-PAGE gel, the gel
was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 (27816, Sigma-Aldrich), dried and exposed to an
intensifying screen in the exposure cassette for 20 h. Phosphorylated substrates were visualized using
a FujiFilm BAS-2500 Photo Scanner and the kinase activity was quantified using Aida Image Analyzer
software (Elysia Raytest, Angleur, Belgium).

4.11. Statistical Analysis

Mean and standard deviation (±SD) values were calculated using MS Excel. Statistical significance
of the differences between the groups was tested using Student’s t-test (PrismaGraph5) and p <0.05
was considered as statistically significant (marked by asterisks: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/19/9/
2841/s1. Figure S1. Localization of LMN A/C during oocyte maturation. (a) Representative confocal images from
immunocytochemistry (ICC) showed localization of LMN A/C (red) and phosphorylated LMN A/C Ser22 (green)
during oocyte maturation (GV 0 h; NEBD 3 h; MI 6 h, MII 12 h). Cortex of oocytes is depicted by white dashed
line. DNA, blue and scale bar, 10 µm. (b) Co-localization of LMN A/C (Ser22) (green) and the spindle (tubulin,
red). DNA, blue and scale bar 10 µm. (c) Localization of LMN A/C (red) during oocyte meiotic maturation. DNA,
blue and scale bar 10 µm. Arrowhead marks polar body. Figure S2. Transmission electron microscopy of oocyte
nuclei from females of different age. (a) Representative images of the nucleus from YF and AF oocytes. The images
in the right panels show nuclear membrane highlighted with red line. Scale bar 10 µm. (b) Measurement of nuclear
membrane circumference of oocytes from the YF and the AF group. From two experiments of biologically different
samples (n ≥ 8). Data represent mean ± SD. ** p < 0.01, Student’s t-test. (c) Detail of nuclear lamina from AF
and YF oocytes. Representative images are from two experiments from biologically different samples (bar, 1 µm).
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The images in the right panels show nuclear membrane highlighted with red line. Figure S3. Total RNA amount
and global translational activity is not different between YF and AF groups. (a) Quantification of total RNA by
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer in the oocytes from different age groups. From 10 experiments of biologically different
samples. Data represent mean ± SD. ns, non-significant, Student’s t-test. (b) 35S-Methionine incorporation during
meiotic progression of oocytes from YF and AF groups. Representative images are from three experiments of
biologically different samples. (c) Quantification of 35S-Methionine incorporation in the oocytes from different
groups. From three experiments of biologically different samples. Values obtained for the YF group were set
as 100%. Data represent mean ± SD, ns, non-significant, Student’s t-test. Figure S4. Induced expression of the
CCNB in the oocytes. Oocytes injected with control Gfp (Cntrl) and Ccnb RNA. See Figure 6a for the effect of
the overexpression. WB analysis of samples using CCNB antibody. Arrowhead depicts endogenous CCNB and
arrow GFP tagged CCNB protein. GAPDH was used as a loading control. From three experiments of biologically
different samples. Table S1. Primary antibodies used for WB and ICC in the study. Table S2. Primers used in the
study for RT-PCR.
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Abstract: Meiotic maturation of oocyte relies on pre-synthesised maternal mRNA, the translation of
which is highly coordinated in space and time. Here, we provide a detailed polysome profiling protocol
that demonstrates a combination of the sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation in small SW55Ti tubes with
the qRT-PCR-based quantification of 18S and 28S rRNAs in fractionated polysome profile. This newly
optimised method, named Scarce Sample Polysome Profiling (SSP-profiling), is suitable for both scarce
and conventional sample sizes and is compatible with downstream RNA-seq to identify polysome
associated transcripts. Utilising SSP-profiling we have assayed the translatome of mouse oocytes at
the onset of nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD)—a developmental point, the study of which is
important for furthering our understanding of the molecular mechanisms leading to oocyte aneuploidy.
Our analyses identified 1847 transcripts with moderate to strong polysome occupancy, including
abundantly represented mRNAs encoding mitochondrial and ribosomal proteins, proteasomal
components, glycolytic and amino acids synthetic enzymes, proteins involved in cytoskeleton
organization plus RNA-binding and translation initiation factors. In addition to transcripts encoding
known players of meiotic progression, we also identified several mRNAs encoding proteins of
unknown function. Polysome profiles generated using SSP-profiling were more than comparable
to those developed using existing conventional approaches, being demonstrably superior in their
resolution, reproducibility, versatility, speed of derivation and downstream protocol applicability.

Keywords: polysome profiling; polysome fractionation; translatome; mouse oocyte; mouse zygote;
mouse early embryo; SW55Ti rotor; RNA-seq

1. Introduction

Protein synthesis is not solely dependent on the steady state level of transcript abundance caused
by the trade-off between mRNA transcription and degradation but also upon the dedicated regulation of
specific mRNA translation. Indeed, it has already been demonstrated that this level of gene expression
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is exhaustively regulated and is centrally important in many physiological situations, including stress
and during development [1–4].

For almost 50 years, polysome profiling has provided a gold-standard method to precisely assay
functional genome readout at a given time point [5]. Indeed, it has for many years been widely applied
to assess translational fitness under various physiological conditions relating to cellular stress [6–9], as
well as being applied to study ribosome biogenesis and the functional roles of proteins involved in
translation, regulation of mRNA stability and miRNA-mediated silencing [10–13]. Although, originally
established in yeast, polysome profiling has been successfully introduced in mammalian cell, plant,
bacteria and translation competent cell-free model systems [14–17]. In contrast to ribosome profiling,
which determines the position of ribosomes within mRNA coding sequence, polysome profiling
enables the analysis of entire mRNA transcripts. Consequently, this permits the study of individual
transcript isoforms with particular resonance for the identification of conserved cis-acting sequences and
structural motifs that can participate in transcript-specific translational regulation [18–21]. Furthermore,
polysome profiling is readily combinable with several downstream applications, including microarrays
and next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, to identify polysome-bound mRNAs [16,20,21].
Alternatively, Western blot, proteomic and affinity capture methods can be applied to research proteins
specifically associated with ribosomes/polysomes and to study the function of translation initiation
factors [22–24]. Importantly, the identification of mRNAs engaged in active translation has the
inherent potential to aid our understanding of the long-standing observations relating to intra-cellular
discrepancies in transcriptome and proteome composition [25,26].

The wide-spread utilisation of polysome profiling has nevertheless been historically hindered by
its intrinsic complexity, time-consuming nature, limited capacity for high throughput adaptation and
its requirement for relatively large initial sample sizes [27]. The most commonly applied protocols
utilise sucrose gradients, of varying concentrations, with volumes of ~12 mL, most frequently in the
Beckman SW41Ti rotor [7,9,13,28], and the technique has been successfully scaled up using SW28Ti
rotor tubes (with 38 mL gradients) to accommodate up to 45 OD260 nm units of cell extract [10,29].
However, efforts to reduce sample size and sucrose gradient volume, more applicable to biological
specimens of initial scarcity, have provided limited success [30–32].

An appropriate progression through meiotic maturation in female germ cells (oocytes) is essential
for successful fertilisation and the birth of healthy offspring. Mammalian oocytes undergo two
successive cell divisions without an intermediate replicative phase during their maturation. At the
onset of meiosis I, the nuclear lamina is phosphorylated and disassembled, leading to nuclear envelope
breakdown (NEBD). Concomitantly, the chromosomes condense, and progressive reorganisation of
microtubules into a bipolar spindle occurs [33], culminating in the first asymmetric cell division
(generating the first polar body), the separation of homologous chromosome bivalents at the end
of meiosis I and the generation of a fertilisable egg. However, developing oocytes only actively
transcribe their genome during their growth phase, within the ovarian follicles, and store such
mRNAs in ribonucleoprotein particles for subsequent translation after the resumption of meiosis
and into early embryonic development [4]. Thus, following prolonged arrest in the prophase of
meiosis I, there is a unique absence of de novo transcription that means oocytes uniquely and solely
rely on the spatial and temporal regulation of mRNA stability and translation for their maturation,
thus, making oogenesis a very attractive model system to study RNA related biology. The meiotic
maturation of oocytes, within this context, requires a tightly coordinated array of cellular and metabolic
processes that includes the inhibition of cell death, remodelling of chromatin and preparation for
the metabolic demands connected with the first mitotic division and subsequent fertilisation [34,35].
Accordingly, such processes are largely mediated by the pre-synthesised maternal mRNA stored in
translationally-inactive ribonucleoprotein particles [36]. The ribosomal recruitment of specific and
required mRNAs during oocyte maturation is controlled by a complex regulatory network involving a
central role for the cytoplasmic polyadenylation of targeted transcripts at their 3′-end [37–40], leading to
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the creation of translational hotspots (under the influence of the mTOR-eIF4E signalling axis) essential
for meiotic maturation [41].

During the past two decades, there has been a shift from the study of individual post-transcriptional
mRNAs populations towards high throughput and multiplexed analyses of global mRNA
abundance [42]. There are numerous comprehensive studies, from various species including human,
reporting temporal patterns of transcriptome composition at various stages of the oocyte development,
in zygotes and during early embryogenesis [43–46]. These experiments have provided valuable insight
but have not been able to distinguish stored and translationally active mRNA populations. Therefore,
various microarray-based approaches (themselves limited to, and thus biased by, the composite
probe features on the array) have been developed to assay polysome-bound mRNAs from limiting
numbers of oocytes [30,31,47]. These have latterly been supplemented by RNA-seq based approaches
restricted to organisms, where only large number of eggs are accessible, such as the sea urchin and
the zebrafish [48,49]. Thus, there exists a requirement for the development and refinement of novel
techniques that can both comprehensively assay polysome associated mRNAs and be applied to
limiting/scarce amounts of starting material, such as mammalian oocytes [27].

Here we provide a detailed protocol, that we have specifically optimised for polysome profiling of
a low number of mammalian oocytes (but is adaptable to other experimental paradigms necessitating
the use of scarce starting material) and which is compatible with RNA-seq analysis of polysome-bound
mRNAs (we have named it ”Scarce Sample Polysome Profiling”, SSP-profiling). Our approach
is founded on the utilisation of reduced-volume ultra-centrifugation tubes for sucrose gradient
preparation, using the Beckman SW55Ti rotor, and the omission of heterologous cell lysate during
the velocity sedimentation procedure. Additionally, we demonstrate the reconstruction of oocyte
polysomal profiles by qRT-PCR, as a reliable approach for the visualization of the actual state of
translation. As a proof of concept to demonstrate the suitability of SSP-profiling for downstream
RNA-seq analysis, we have determined the translatome of mouse oocytes at NEBD.

2. Results

2.1. Optimisation of Polysome Profiling in SW55Ti Tubes

Our aim was to conduct a RNA-seq analysis of polysome-bound mRNAs from NEBD-stage
oocytes. Therefore, given the comparative scarcity of our oocyte sample and to counter the potential loss
of valuable polysomal RNA, we sought to minimise the polysome profiling protocol volumes involved.
Conventional polysome profiling protocols typically employ sucrose gradients established in tubes with
a size of 14 × 89 mm and a volume of 12.1 mL, compatible with Beckman SW41Ti ultra-centrifugation
rotor. However, we optimised ultra-centrifugation conditions to produce high-quality polysome
profiles in tubes with a size of 13 × 51 mm and the volume of 5.5 mL (compatible with Beckman
SW55Ti rotor), that resulted in a 2.2-fold decrease in gradient volume. During our initial optimisation
experiments, carried out using 8 OD260 nm units of HEK-293 cell line lysate as a common type of
conventional sample, and employing centrifugal conditions of 47,500 RPM (274,180× g) for 75 min, we
discovered that high-molecular weight polysomes were lost from the profile (Figure S1). Following
further optimisations, that are also included in Figure S1, we established the most suitable centrifugation
conditions producing complete polysome profiles, as being 45,000 RPM (246,078× g) for 65 min.

We next sought to test whether the profiles obtained using the reduced volume protocol in the
SW55Ti centrifugation tubes were comparable, in terms of peak resolution and amplitude, to those
obtained using the conventional SW41Ti method. Moreover, we also wanted to determine whether
the SW55Ti-derived profiles exhibited an equal dependency on sedimentation velocity coefficient (S).
Accordingly, we employed cell lysates of the yeast strain W303 ceg1ts, that carries a thermosensitive
allele of the guanylyltransferase gene [50]. When grown at the restrictive temperature (37 ◦C), the
W303 ceg1ts strain is unable add 5′-methyl-guanosine caps to newly synthesised mRNAs leading
to an accumulation of uncapped transcripts that inhibits translation initiation and triggers mRNA
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degradation. This is reflected in a diminution in polysomal peaks in any derived polysome profile. We
therefore performed ultra-centrifugation for each lysate variant - HEK-293 cells and the W303 ceg1ts

yeast strain cultivated at either permissive (24 ◦C) or restrictive (37 ◦C) temperatures, using both the
newly developed SW55Ti-derived (8 OD260 nm units of lysates) and the original SW41Ti-dependent (20
OD260 nm units of lysates) protocols.

Figure 1 shows the position, number and amplitude of the corresponding peaks agreed well
between each pairwise comparison of equivalent lysate. Please note that yeast and human large
ribosomal subunits (LSU) have different sedimentation velocity coefficients (25S and 28S, respectively)
leading to a comparative shift of the human LSU peak position versus that derived from the yeast LSU
and a consequent shift in the comparative positions of the monosomal and polysomal peaks in the
polysome profile. Importantly, this shift was clearly visible and highly similar between the profiles
obtained using either the SW41Ti- or SW55Ti-based protocols, demonstrating the comparability of the
sucrose concentration gradients prepared in both ultra-centrifugation tube variants. The diminution
of polysomes in the W303 ceg1ts lysate obtained from yeast cultured at the restrictive temperature
was also similar in both derived polysome profiles, providing extra confidence in the reliability of the
newly developed SW55Ti protocol.
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Figure 1. Performance of polysomal profiling in SW55Ti centrifugation tubes. Identical cell lysates from
HEK-293 cells (a) and yeast strain W303 ceg1ts cultivated either at 24 ◦C (b) or 37 ◦C (c) were loaded on
10%–50% sucrose gradients prepared either in SW55Ti tubes (left panels) or SW41Ti tubes (right panels).
RNA was isolated from equal fractions of the respective profiles and loaded on agarose gel (lower
panels). Individual fraction numbers are indicated next to each electrophoretogram. Note in upper
polysome profiles the obtained HEK-293 curves are shifted up by 200 mV to prevent overlapping with
the yeast derived data curves. Arrows indicate the position of specific peaks within the profiles: i.e., 40S,
small ribosomal subunits; 60S, large ribosomal subunits; and 2 × 80S, low molecular weight polysomes
consisting of two ribosomes; h denotes human and y signifies yeast ribosomal subunits/polysomes. To
the left of each electrophoretogram are denoted the positions of rRNAs in corresponding gels (note, the
5S rRNA label denotes the collective positions of 5.8S rRNA, 5S rRNA and tRNAs in gels).
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We next isolated RNA from the collected fractions (of equal volume) corresponding to the three
lysate variants profiled using either protocol. As can be observed, after agarose gel electrophoresis,
the presence and relative abundance of either 18S, 28S (25S in yeast lysates) or both rRNA species
corresponded well with the position and the amplitude of the corresponding peak in any one particular
polysome profile. Moreover, such visualised and fractionated rRNA gel profiles were highly similar
for equivalent lysates polysome profiled using the newly developed and low volume (SW55Ti) or
the original (SW41Ti) assays (Figure 1 and Figure S2). Therefore, we conclude that polysome profiles
obtained in the SW55Ti centrifugation tubes are equivalent to those profiles obtained by the commonly
utilised SW41Ti tube-based protocol, thus validating our newly developed low volume polysome
profiling assay.

2.2. Scarce Sample Polysome Profiling (SSP-Profiling) in SW55Ti-Based Format

To test our Scarce Sample Polysome profiling (SSP-profiling) protocol against scarce biological
samples, we disrupted 200 NEBD-stage oocytes in 350 µL of lysis buffer and loaded the obtained lysate
onto a 10%–50% sucrose gradient prepared in SW55Ti tubes. Ultra-centrifugation was performed for
65 min at 45,000 RPM at 4 ◦C. However, Figure 2b details that we did not record any peaks in the
derived polysome profile. In parallel, we processed 200 NEBD-stage oocyte lysates that had been
treated with 0.5 M EDTA, to induce polysome disassembly into free ribosomal subunits, and although
the overall absorbance was higher (due EDTA specific absorbance at 280 nm), we were still unable to
detect any polysome profile peaks (Figure 2b). Furthermore, as a centrifugation quality control, we
co-processed HEK-293 cell lysates (8 OD260 nm units) as described in Figure 2a. Accordingly, we did
obtain a good quality polysome profile that could be disassembled if the lysates were treated with
EDTA, as evidenced by the disappearance of polysomal specific peaks and the shift towards individual
ribosomal subunits (at positions within the gradient typical for 40S, 60S and 80S peaks). Collectively,
these results suggest that it is not possible to record absorbance to generate polysome profiles from
a limited number of cells, such as 200 mouse oocytes, even in smaller SW55Ti centrifugation tube
sucrose gradients.

However, the inclusion of the centrifugation control HEK-293 samples is not in itself a fully
conclusive quality check. Therefore, to test the veracity of the polysomal fractionation directly, we
compared levels of 18S and 28S rRNAs in 10 equal fractions from each HEK-293 or NEDB oocyte
obtained profile (±EDTA) by qRT-PCR (Figure 2a,b). Thus, quantification of the 18S and 28S rRNA
levels served as an indicator of the positions of the 40S small ribosomal subunit (high 18S rRNA,
low 28S rRNA), the 60S large subunit (low 18S rRNA, high 28S rRNA) and the 80S monosome (high
both), plus polysomes (characterised by alternating high and low levels of both rRNAs reflecting
the increasing number of ribosomes in the polysomal fractions) in the obtained polysome profiles.
Importantly, we also generated standard curves (derived after cloning the mouse 18S and the 28S rRNA
qRT-PCR amplicons into pCRTM4-TopoTM plasmids, note that qPCR primers can detect also human
rRNA) to permit absolute copy number calculations in each analysed fraction. A comparison of the
obtained HEK-293 polysome profile with the result of the rRNA qRT-PCR fraction screening, indicated
a good level of concurrence in the polysome profile readout (Figure 2a), typified by detection of the 40S
and the 60S subunits within the third and fourth fractions, respectively. In the case of EDTA-treated
HEK-293 cells, we observed maximal abundance of 18S and 28S rRNAs in fractions 2 and 3, respectively,
indicating a shift in position of the 40S and 60S peaks by one fraction back in the polysome profile.
Crucially, similar qRT-PCR analyses enabled the visualization of the otherwise undetectable absorbance
peaks of oocyte polysome profiles (Figure 2b). The maximal rRNA abundances characteristic of the 40S
and 60S subunits, were again resident in the fractions 2 and 3, respectively, but this was irrespective of
whether NEBD-stage oocyte lysates had been treated with EDTA indicating very low concentration of
ribosomal complexes in the oocyte lysate.
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Figure 2. qRT-PCR-based visualization of polysome profiles from scarce samples using SW55Ti tubes.
Comparison of polysome profiles of HEK-293 cells (a) and 200 NEBD-stage oocytes (b). Black curves
and yellow columns in each chart indicate untreated lysates; EDTA-treated polysome profiles are
traced in light grey and green columns. Absolute copy number of 18S and 28S rRNA was determined
in fractions F1–F10 and error bars display ±SD of qPCR technical triplicates. (c) Proportion of the
non-polysomal (NP, fractions F2–F5, in green) and polysomal (P, fractions F6–F10, in orange) parts of
profiles from untreated and EDTA-treated HEK-293 cells and NEBD-stage oocytes; error bars, ±SD;
n, number of independent biological replicates; ** p < 0.001; x signifies a lack of significance; only
non-treated and EDTA-treated pairs from Dunn’s multiple comparison are displayed.

qRT-PCR-based absolute quantification allowed the calculation of 18S rRNA copy number in the
used lysates. We loaded 190 µL of the HEK-293 lysate with RNA concentration of 1.435 µg/µL. Loaded
lysate volume corresponded to 2.8 × 107 cells approximately. The sum of 18S rRNA copies in all 10
fractions was 6.74 × 1011 (Figure 2a). In the case of NEBD-stage oocytes, a lysate of 200 cells was loaded
in a volume of 300 µL. The 18S rRNA copy number was 3.7 × 107 (Figure 2b). Thus, the copy number
of 18S rRNA was 1.82 × 104 higher in HEK-293 sample compared to NEBD-stage oocytes.

We noticed a considerable amount of detected rRNA in the first fraction of the NEBD-stage oocyte
polysome profile that contrasted with a significantly lower amount in fraction 1 of the HEK-293 cell
line. We therefore decided to test to what extent the NEBD-stage oocyte sample might be contaminated
with DNA. We repeated the polysomal fractionation of NEBD-stage oocytes and performed reverse
transcription, on RNA isolated from individual fractions reactions, with or without added reverse
transcriptase enzyme in parallel, followed by qPCR (Figure S3d,e). Accordingly, we calculated only a
minimal copy number of contaminating DNA in the oocyte derived profile, that could not account for
amount of 18S/28S rRNAs detected in fraction 1 (detected DNA was more than ten thousand times
less abundant than RNA, as calculated for the sum of all 10 fractions). We performed an additional
parallel experiment using HEK-293 lysate, with an initial RNA concentration of 1.470 µg/µL that we
diluted ten thousand times before performing polysome fractionation. Again, we only detected trace
amounts of DNA throughout the whole HEK-293 polysome profile (Figure S3b,c). As we utilised
qPCR primer pairs producing only short amplicons, we thus concluded that NEBD-stage oocytes
contained a detectable level of rRNA degradation products, which then accumulated at the top of the
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gradient (fraction 1). Additionally, we discovered that ten thousand times diluted HEK-293 lysate
produced polysome profiles with a similar quality to the HEK-293 profiles obtained after application
of concentrated lysate on sucrose gradients, as determined by qRT-PCR. Additionally, Figure S3a
includes the cell numbers and the yields of RNA isolated from the diluted HEK-293 and NEBD-stage
oocyte lysates, to assist other researchers with optimisation of the starting number of cells for their
own adopted SSP-profiling, when different cell types will be applied.

Additionally, we measured extra and independent biological replicates in order to evaluate the
effect of EDTA treatment on the disassembly of polysomes in NEBD-stage oocyte and control HEK-293
cell samples (Figure 2c). Thus, by assaying the abundance of 18S and 28S rRNAs within the obtained
fractions we were able to calculate the polysome/non-polysomal ratio (P/NP, i.e., polysomal part;
fractions 6–10 versus non-polysomal part; fractions 2–5) of the associated detected rRNAs. The P/NP
ratio serves as approximate correlate of the translational activity of the sampled cells. In the rapidly
dividing HEK-293 cell line, the calculated P/NP ratios of 18S rRNA and 28S rRNA were equal to
1.29 and 1.87, respectively, indicative of highly active translation, but upon addition of EDTA, the
ratio reduced, as anticipated, to 0.2 for 18S rRNA and 0.35 for 28S rRNA. For NEBD-stage oocytes,
we calculated the P/NP ratio as 0.85/0.87 (18S rRNA/28S rRNA), indicative of less active translation
compared to the HEK-293 cell line, and this reduced in the EDTA-treated control sample to a value of
0.33 and 0.45 (18S rRNA/28S rRNA).

Lastly, we prepared four independent NEBD mouse oocyte derived biological replicates of SW55Ti
tube-based polysomal profiles for RNA-seq and analysed them for 18S and 28S rRNA abundance by
qRT-PCR (Figure 3b). The 18S and 28S rRNA contents of each individual fraction were plotted as an
average and recalculated as a percentage of the given total rRNA abundance in the entire gradient. For
comparison, Figure 3a demonstrates a typical qRT-PCR-based polysome profile readout of HEK-293
samples. Figure 3c,d illustrate the results obtained using the same approach applied to 200 mouse
zygotes and two hundred two-cell stage embryos, respectively.

The polysome profiles of the NEBD-stage oocytes, zygotes, and two-cell stage embryos were
broadly similar, with the 40S and the 60S peak maxima in fractions F2–F3 and F3–F4, respectively,
and similar quantities of polysomes as evident from the qRT-PCR-visualised polysome profiles. In
HEK-293 cells, the 40S and the 60S peak maxima were shifted to fractions F3–F4 and F4–F5 (as in
Figure 2a), probably due to incomparably higher concentration of lysates that were loaded on the
gradients. When we calculated P/NP ratios of zygotes and two-cell stage embryos samples and
compared them to the P/NP ratio of NEBD-stage oocytes (Figure 2c), we observed a mild continuum in
the decrease of detected polysomes from the NEBD, through zygote, to two-cell embryo stages (NEBD
P/NP (18S rRNA/28S rRNA) = 0.85/0.87; zygote P/NP (18S rRNA/28S rRNA) = 0.46/0.61; two-cell stage
embryo P/NP (18S rRNA/28S rRNA) = 0.39/0.52). However, the observed decrease of P/NP ratios
cannot itself serve as a reliable indicator of an overall decrease in total protein synthesis throughout
the development. In summary, the important overall conclusion of these experiments, including the
three developmental mouse oocyte/embryo stages, was to confirm the applicability of the low volume
SW55Ti tube-derived protocol to reliably visualise polysome profiles (using a qRT-PCR based readout)
from samples of significant biological scarcity.
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Figure 3. Typical distribution and abundance of ribosome- and polysome- ribonucleoprotein complexes
in polysome profiles as determined by qRT-PCR analysis. Data are derived from four biological
replicates of: (a) HEK-293 cell line (note, the same samples were analysed in Figure 2c); (b) 200 mouse
NEBD-stage oocytes used for RNA-seq; (c) 200 zygotes and (d) 200 two-cell embryos. 18S and 28S
contents in each fraction are displayed as percentages of the respective fraction compared to the whole
polysome profile; error bars indicate ±SD of biological replicates. Note, qRT-PCR-based visualization
of individual replicate/source polysome profiles are included in Figure S4.

2.3. RNA-Seq Analysis to Reveal the Translatome of NEBD-Stage Oocytes

The fractionated polysome profiles obtained from NEBD-stage mouse oocytes, represented in
Figure 3b, were employed in a RNA-seq analysis of polysome-bound (P) and non-polysome-bound
(NP) mRNAs. In this particular RNA-seq experiment, we did not employ normalisation to total RNA
since there is no transcription at the NEBD stage [4,51] and also maternal mRNA clearance occurs later
in the development [52]. The NP region of the polysome profile, besides ribosomal complexes, contains
maternally-stored mRNPs. Thus, comparison of the polysomal and the non-polysomal regions that
indeed both contain intact mRNAs protected by proteins (and therefore display higher sedimentation
coefficients) provides information about the degree of translation activation/repression of individual
mRNA transcripts in oocytes. We excluded fraction 1 of the polysome profile because it contains 1%
Triton-X100 that has the potential to influence RNA recovery (thus, being technically distinguished
from fraction 2–5). Indeed, RNA degradation products have been reported to accumulate at the
top of gradients [53,54]. Consistently, we also detected 18S- and 28S rRNA derived amplicons in
the equivalent fraction of NEBD-oocyte polysome profiles (Figures 2b and 3b). Such fractions are
also known to be highly enriched with RNPs consisting of short non-coding RNAs with lengths
approximating 200 bp ([53]; e.g., tRNAs, as can be seen in the gels in Figure 1, fractions 1–2). For these
stated reasons and because the RNA-seq library generation protocol we employed did not recover
protein-coding RNAs shorter than 200 bp, the inclusion of fraction 1, provided no technical advantage
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and it was excluded. However, we acknowledge we cannot completely exclude the possibility that
fraction 1 may have contained a small fraction of stored RNPs, that we did not characterise in this study.

Accordingly, we pooled the RNA fractions representing the NP- (fractions 2–5) and P-populations
(fractions 6–10) and subjected them to RNA-seq according to protocols described in the “Methods”
section. A principal component analysis (PCA) of the RNA-seq data (Figure 4a) revealed that the
component 1 (PC1; 28%) clustered the NP and P samples and that the NP samples were less variable in
both components (PC2; 21%). Although a correlation of gene expression values showed that there
was no profoundly obvious global difference between NP and P datasets (Figure 4b). Out of all 25,574
mRNAs transcribed from autosomes and chromosome X; 11,511 transcripts (with a value of fragments
per kilobase per million reads mapped (FPKM) > 0.1) were detected in both NP and P datasets, and
further 2152 mRNAs were detected only in the NP with 625 displaying expression unique to the P
dataset (Table S1). 1847 transcripts with FPKM > 50 were found in the P dataset. Furthermore, from
the 14,288 mRNAs with FPKM > 0.1 in at least one dataset, 5803 transcripts displayed more than 2-fold
enrichment in the NP (NP/P > 2) and 2414 transcripts in the P (P/NP > 2, Figure 4b, Table S1). When we
focused on the 2-fold enrichment of transcripts with FPKM > 1, the numbers changed to 4067 mRNAs
enriched in the NP dataset and 1778 mRNAs in the P dataset.
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Figure 4. Analysis of RNA-seq results of 200 NEBD-stage oocytes. Non-polysomal (NP) and polysomal
(P) RNAs were sequenced in four biological replicates. (a) Principal Component Analysis was applied
to demonstrate variability among biological replicates. (b) Scatter plot highlighting genes with FPKM
> 1 (fragments per kilobase per million reads mapped > 1) and > 2-fold enrichment in the NP (blue)
and in the P (red). (c) Enriched gene categories according to GO (Gene Ontology) and KEGG (Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) terms in dataset of all expressed genes with cut-off score of
FPKM > 1. (d) qRT-PCR determination of the P/NP ratio for selected transcripts in three additional
biological replicates. Box plot displays mean, 25th and 75th percentile and ±SD; dotted line indicates
no fold change; ** p < 0.01; x signifies a lack of significance; Dunn´s multiple comparison is displayed
only for pairs of transcripts that have been originally selected to be preferentially enriched in either the
P or the NP dataset according to DeSeq2.
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We next employed a ‘Gene Set Enrichment Analysis’ with the aim of gaining a complete overview
of the global trends in gene expression in NEBD-stage oocytes. Thus, we utilised mean FPKM values
of the P and the NP datasets from all four replicates and surveyed them in respect to their enrichment
in either Gene Ontology (‘molecular function’ and ‘biological process’) or KEGG metabolic pathways
databases (Figure 4c, full version is provided in Table S2). We were first interested in the enriched gene
categories of the most abundant polysome-bound mRNAs. Furthermore, we determined which gene
categories were significantly enriched according to their P/NP ratio, thus giving information about
actively translated mRNAs in the NEBD-stage oocytes (Figure 4c). The obtained results from both
analyses are thoroughly described in the Discussion section of the article.

We additionally performed DeSeq2 analysis of the NP and the P datasets and obtained a list of
355 transcripts identified as significantly and differentially enriched between NP and P datasets at
the level of statistical significance p < 0.01 (with log2 of FPKM fold changes ranging from −9.11 to
7.93; Figure 5; Table S3). To validate the results of the RNA-seq analysis, we selected four genes from
this list for qRT-PCR analysis using three additional independent biological replicates of P and NP
samples. The selected genes enriched in P fractions according to the RNA-seq data were Paox and Astl
(with P/NP ratios of 7.17 and 5.88, respectively), and the genes enriched in NP fractions were Upp1 and
Sap30bp (with P/NP ratios of 0.19 and 0.23, respectively). qRT-PCR results confirmed the direction of
enrichment in all four genes, however, the strength of the enrichment was weaker compared to the
RNA-seq (Figure 4d, Table S3). Additionally, to confirm applicability of SSP-profiling to other similarly
scarce samples, Figure S5b includes a result of a qRT-PCR validation of several zygotic genes that
have been selected according to the RNA-seq analysis of 200 zygotes of three independent biological
replicates (Figure S5a), sequenced by Dr. Ch.-J. Lin, Figure 3c provides qRT-PCR visualisation of the
corresponding zygotic polysome profiles).
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Figure 5. Volcano plot depicting transcripts according to their P/NP ratio after DeSeq2 analysis. The
cut-off scores for the P/NP ratio (displayed as Log2 Fold Change) and the adjusted p-value (Padj,
displayed as –Log10P) were set to 4 and 0.01, respectively. Red spots denote mRNAs that are significant
in both parameters; cut-off scores are marked with dotted lines. Gene names highlight mRNAs with
strong expression (with FPKM > 80 in at least one from P and NP datasets, Table S3).

2.4. Sensitivity and Versatility of SPP-Profiling for Conventional Sample Sizes and Compatibility with
Downstream Methods

Conventional polysome profiling almost exclusively utilises a SW41Ti rotor-based format. The
quality of the polysome profiles prepared using our novel low volume SW55Ti tube mediated
methodology (SSP-profiling, Figure 1) convinced us that this approach has the potential to fully replace
the traditional SW41Ti format. Therefore, we systematically tested our novel approach in polysome
profiling of conventional samples, without a limiting number of cells, to provide experimental guidance
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for other researchers working with conventional sample sizes. We first focused on determining the
sensitivity threshold of SW55Ti-based polysome profiling (Figure 6a). Thus, we utilised a common
HEK-293 cell lysate (with an RNA concentration 0.87 µg/µL) and prepared a series of 10%–50% sucrose
gradients loaded with lysate volumes ranging from 1 to 8 OD260 nm units that were ultra-centrifuged
for 65 min at 45,000 RPM. In parallel, we constructed control polysome profiles in SW41Ti tubes,
where 5–20 OD260 nm units of the HEK-293 lysate were applied (1.249 µg/µL). These samples were
centrifuged in SW41Ti rotor for 3 h at 35,000 RPM (as per conventionally accepted protocols). The
result presented in Figure 6a indicates that the application of just one OD260 nm unit to the novel
low-volume-based approach produced a polysome profile with well-defined peaks that enabled the
detection of polysomes. Furthermore, based on comparisons with the conventionally derived polysome
profiles (obtained using the SW41Ti rotor-based system), we estimated that one OD260 nm unit loaded on
in our newly developed approach (utilising SW55Ti rotor compatible tubes) corresponds roughly to 2.5
OD260 nm units applied using the conventional method. These results suggest the novel SW55Ti-based
methodology of generating polysome profiles is approximately 2.5 times more sensitive, compared to
the established method, when actively translating, fast-growing cells are used.Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2020, 21, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 23 
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Figure 6. Sensitivity limit and versatility of polysome profiling in SW55Ti tubes. (a) 1–8 OD260 nm

of HEK-293 lysates were loaded onto 10%–50% sucrose gradients (in SW55Ti specific tubes) and
centrifuged at 45,000 RPM for 65 min at 4 ◦C (left). Peak readability was compared to the one of
conventional polysome profiles made in SW41Ti tubes, where 5–20 OD260 nm were loaded onto 10%–50%
gradients which were centrifuged at 35,000 RPM for 3 h at 4 ◦C (right). (b) Sucrose gradients of varying
sucrose concentration ranges were prepared in SW55Ti tubes (a–f). Profiles in b + e and c + f were
shifted up by 110 and 200 mV, respectively, to prevent overlapping of curve traces (to aid interpretation).
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The application of gradients of varying sucrose concentration is commonly used in cases were
enhanced resolution of macromolecular complexes within a specific range of sedimentation velocity
coefficients is required (e.g., 40S–80S, polysomes). Therefore, we tested whether SW55Ti rotor
compatible tubes, characterised by reduced gradient volume, are suitable for such high-resolution
separation. Accordingly, we applied different volumes of HEK-293 cell lysate (RNA concentration–1.435
µg/µL) on the following series of sucrose gradients: 5%–20% (515 µL), 7%–30% (350 µL), 15%–40%
(300 µL), 10%–50% (206 µL), 15%–55% (206 µL) and 20%–60% (206 µL). Note that differing volumes of
identical lysate sample were loaded onto individual sucrose gradients (of differing concentrations)
to ensure an approximately equal amount of material would be retained within the gradient after
centrifugation. This is because complexes with higher sedimentation velocity are naturally spun
to the bottom of the tube (e.g., polysomes in 7%–30% gradient). Ultra-centrifugation was then
performed at 45,000 RPM for 65 min at 4 ◦C, before 65%-sucrose was used to push gradients into
the detector cell. We observed clearly distinguishable polysome peaks and high-quality curves in
all the tested gradient variants (Figure 6b). Indeed, the gradient of 5%–20% sucrose separated well
the region just before the 40S peak to the first polysome; the 7%–30% gradient the region from the
40S peak to the polysomes containing three ribosomes; the 15%–40% gradient seemed to be suitable
for good visualization of the region from the 40S peak to middle-molecular weight polysomes. The
most common 10%–50% concentration range provided good resolution from the 40S peak to heavy
polysomes. However, the 15%–55% gradient proved to be the most optimal for the separation of
very heavy polysomes without any considerable loss of resolution in the region around the 40S peak.
The gradient 20%–60% also produced very similar profile, but with reduced resolution in the region
between the 40S and the 80S peaks. Overall, we concluded that the novel low volume SW55Ti rotor
tube-based protocol is able to readily accommodate various sucrose gradients without compromising
the quality of polysome separation.

Many studies aim to confirm the association of proteins of interest with ribosomes and/or
polysomes by utilising western blot analysis of fractionated polysome profiles. In Figure S7, we
demonstrate the reduced volume SW51Ti tube specific protocol can accommodate enough cell lysate
to detect any moderately abundant protein and, in parallel, the KCl concentration used in sucrose
gradient ultimately affects the western blot result.

3. Discussion

High throughput techniques are widely applied to understand time-dependent global changes
in gene expression during oocyte maturation, oocyte-to-embryo transition and early embryogenic
development, often with special attention to human infertility [42]. Even though, methodical
improvements of NGS methods have led to the establishment of suitable protocols for transcriptomic
studies of mammalian oocytes, no such approach is available for deep-sequencing of polysome-bound
mRNAs [55,56]. High quality polysome profiling has conventionally required large number of cells to
obtain well-defined and interpretable peaks (e.g., for HeLa cells approximately 2–4 × 107). However,
such amount of material is not available from specific and scarce cell types, such as mammalian
oocytes. Several modified polysome profiling methods have been presented in previous studies,
all utilizing DNA microarrays, aiming to circumvent this problem. Potireddy and colleagues [30]
described an approach for 160–200 MII-stage mouse oocytes and early embryos, that included pelleting
translating polyribosomes through a sucrose cushion in 200 µL-centrifugation tubes, two rounds of
cDNA amplification, and subsequent microarray analysis. Another approach, optimised for polysome
fractionation of 75 bovine oocytes, entailed the application of incompletely crosslinked heterologous
carrier polysomes (prepared from Drosophila SL2 cell line), centrifugation in small, SW60Ti centrifugation
tubes, two rounds of cDNA amplification and microarray analysis [31]. The final published setup,
that was applied to analyse groups of 500–600 mouse oocytes in various developmental stages, is
based upon more conventional polysome profiling in 12 mL-, 15%–50%-sucrose gradients, cDNA
amplification and microarray hybridisation [47]. Here, we report a protocol comprising centrifugation
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in small SW55Ti tubes, quantification of 18S and 28S rRNA in each fraction of the derived polysome
profile, cDNA amplification and RNA-seq analysis of polysome-bound and non-polysomal bound
mRNA populations. We have optimised this approach for a sample size of 200 mouse NEBD stage
oocytes (Figures 2b and 3b). Previously, published reports have provided a lot of valuable information
concerning the specific recruitment of mRNAs to polyribosomes and have highlighted the irreplaceable
role of specific translation to support proper developmental competence of maturing oocytes. However,
in SSP-profiling, we have included several methodical improvements, including a reduced sample size
(i.e., 200 oocytes) and compatibility with subsequent RNA-seq analyses. Moreover, the omission of
heterologous cell derived carriers also prevents contamination of resultant NGS libraries by reads of
non-mouse origin and thus sustains sequencing depth. As demonstrated our protocol is functional
starting with 200 mouse oocytes, reflecting a reduction of the input material in comparative studies [47]
or those utilising larger bovine oocytes [31], but we anticipate that with finer optimisation we may be
able to feasibly reduce this number to only 100 oocytes (based on preliminary data).

When employing SWTi55 centrifugation tubes, we focused on adjusting the ultra-centrifugation
conditions and checking every step of polysome profiling (Figures 1, 2 and 6 and Figures S1 and
S2). We suggest that a reconstruction of each individual polysome profile using qRT-PCR of 18S and
28S rRNAs is one of the main methodical improvements for profiling samples of biological scarcity
(Figures 2 and 3). In comparison to other published protocols, SSP-profiling allows the determination
of the actual rate of translation in each individual profile by rough estimation of the area of the derived
polysomal peaks, as well as visualizing the amplitude and positions of peaks corresponding to the 40S
and the 60S ribosomal subunits and the 80S monosome. The quantification of absolute rRNA copy
number also facilitates the quality control of any derived polysome profiles, in addition to estimating
the RNA amount in applied oocyte lysate (Figure 2). Using such methodology, we were able to
calculate that the copy number of 18S rRNA was 1.82 × 104 higher in HEK-293 samples as compared to
NEBD-stage oocytes (Figure 2). We thus estimate that at least 10,000 oocytes would be required to
obtain readable peaks in any oocyte derived polysome profile using the ISCO detector (at its given
sensitivity). Clearly, such estimates exclude the possibility of using a conventional, non-qRT-PCR
based, method as a huge number of animals would need to be sacrificed in one experiment (given the
fact that 20–40 developmentally competent oocytes could be obtained from one female mouse). Taken
together, the above stated observations highlight the attractiveness of SSP-profiling protocol, given we
can reliably detect polysome profiles from only 200 oocytes.

The combined use of at least four biological replicates of NEBD-stage oocytes, zygotes and two-cell
embryos allowed us to validate the reproducibility of the described qRT-PCR-based polysome profiles
in other types of scarce/limiting sample (Figure 3). We also investigated NEBD-stage oocyte polysome
profiles with and without EDTA treatment (Figure 2c). EDTA disassembles elongating ribosomes and is
thus commonly applied for verification of the absence of other complexes containing joined ribosomal
subunits in the polysomal regions of the obtained profile. The NEBD-stage oocytes showed a more
equal ratio of polysomal and non-polysomal rRNA associated regions of the profile (18S rRNA P/NP =

0.85; 28S rRNA P/NP = 0.87) than HEK-293 cells, demonstrating more moderate levels of translation
(Figure 2c). The P/NP ratio of EDTA-treated oocytes decreased to 0.33 and 0.45 for 18S rRNA and 28S
rRNA, respectively, indicating that the vast majority of the detected 18S and 28S rRNAs represented
polysomes. However, according to the P/NP ratio of EDTA-treated NEBD-stage oocyte, we could not
confirm or exclude the possibility that there were no high-molecular-weight stored ribonucleoprotein
particles (RNP) that co-sedimented with polysomes and thus contained both rRNA species. It has
been shown that maternal RNPs are stored in distinct sub-cellular regions in the oocyte [36]. Indeed,
microscopic studies have revealed RNP aggregates at the cortex and in fibrillar cytoplasmic lattices and
the latter of which also contains inactive ribosomes [36,57]. However, very little is known about their
physical properties, complete protein composition nor their velocity sedimentation coefficients. It is
noteworthy that no direct experiments have been reported to exclude the presence of high-weight, yet
inactive, ribosome complexes in the fractionated polysomal regions of oocytes so far. EDTA-treatment
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has been only applied to assess the quality of polysome profiling in oocytes, but only when detecting
protein-coding transcripts [31]. Contrarily, we have focused on the simultaneous detection of 18S
and 28S rRNAs, an approach that we argue, better reflects the presence of RNP containing inactive
ribosomes or their subunits, although we acknowledge a more direct method to assess this would
be preferable.

Existing microarray-based studies have focused on the differences in mRNA polysome recruitment
during mammalian oocyte maturation [30,31,47]. With the aim of providing new insight into the
mechanisms regulating meiosis progression, we applied our own polysomal fractionation method,
followed by RNA-seq analysis of polysome-bound and polysome-unbound mRNAs (also containing
stored mRNPs) on oocytes at the NEBD-stage. This specific developmental time-point was deliberately
chosen as the earliest recognizable developmental point indicative of the end of prolonged meiotic
prophase I arrest. Moreover, it is also associated with breakdown of the nuclear lamina, chromosomal
condensation and the initiation of meiotic spindle assembly [36]. Maturing oocytes exhibit a high
rate of aneuploidy that is associated with increased maternal age and atypically short NEBD-stage
duration [58,59]. Indeed, following NEBD, a strong poly(A) signal is known to be present in the
vicinity of chromosomes where the meiotic spindle is assembled and certain transcripts exhibit specific
nuclear/chromatin localisation [36]. Furthermore, it is speculated that such cellular mRNA localisation
might serve as a means to ensure the precise timing of translation of specific proteins needed for
meiosis progression [41]. Therefore, revealing the actively translated mRNAs at the NEBD stage has
the potential to shed extra light upon such mechanisms related to oocyte aneuploidy and NEBD, that
have until now been largely overlooked.

We performed RNA-seq of polysomal and non-polysomal mRNAs in four biological replicates
(Figure 3b). Our Principal Component Analysis confirmed polysomal and non-polysome-bound
mRNAs clustered away from each other, confirming their heterogonous nature (Figure 4a). In agreement,
the conducted Gene Set Enrichment Analysis revealed polysomal enrichment of certain mRNAs, which
encoded proteins implicated in an increase of total translation or translation initiation rate, with the
potential to contribute to increased polysome formation (GO:0005844, category “polysome”, Figure 4c).
We also attempted to confirm that we did not lose some portion of detectable and stored mRNPs by
the technically required exclusion of fraction 1 of the fractionated polysome profiles. However, since
fraction 1 may only contain mRNPs with a maximum sedimentation coefficient of about 20S, it can be
theorised that these mRNPs will preferentially contain only short transcripts of some protein-coding
genes. Nevertheless, we assayed for any correlation between transcript length and their calculated
P/NP ratio, or any correlation between transcript length and their expression levels, in our derived NP-
and P datasets (Figure S6). These analyses did not yield any correlation between these parameters,
suggesting no significant bias in the derived data. However, we still cannot be completely sure that we
did not lose some mRNPs in the initially excluded fraction 1, but it seems unlikely.

Our study extends the knowledge of gene expression changes during oocyte maturation by
focusing on a still unexplored stage of oocyte maturation by polysome profiling. As a result, we
found some abundant polysome-associated mRNAs that encode proteins with unspecified function in
oocyte maturation, e.g., TAPT1, TUSC3, FBXO38, ZSWIM7 and DPCD (Table S3). Conversely, when
we investigated the overexpressed gene categories, we found our data agrees well with many studies
describing the overall metabolic status of the maturating oocyte and in many ways complements
the current theories relating to the actual synthesis of regulatory proteins and enzymes [34,60]. For
example, from the most abundant polysome-bound mRNAs we identified (Figure 4c, Table S2), we
observed an enrichment of gene categories for pyruvate, glutamine, aspartate, alanine, glycerolipid and
l-ascorbate metabolic pathways, and an enrichment of mRNAs for many glycolytic/gluconeogenesic
enzymes (e.g., glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase). Furthermore, mRNAs encoding subunits of
mitochondrial and lysosomal ATPases demonstrated the same trend. These findings agree with the
well-documented metabolic status of the maturing oocyte [34]. The main source of energy required
for oocyte maturation and resumption of meiosis is known to be pyruvate and glutamine, which are
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metabolised by the TCA (tricarboxylic acid) cycle and oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria [61].
Moreover, gluconeogenesis is preferred to glycolysis and the expression of glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase is increased along with the activity of the pentose phosphate pathway, which produces
pentose bodies for the synthesis of nucleosides [34]. Tubulins and tubulin-associated proteins were
also amongst another enriched gene category and it is evident that their synthesis supports correct
meiotic spindle formation. Additionally, we observed abundant polysome-bound mRNAs coding for
translation initiation factors, rRNA binding proteins (including ribosomal proteins) and number of
proteins with a well-established role in meiosis (e.g., DAZL, MOS, Cyclins B1 and B2 and AURKA) in
enriched gene categories. It is proposed that active translation in oocytes is partially sustained by amino
acids generated by protein degradation, in the context where only six amino acid transport system
has been identified [62]. Consistently, we identified proteasome subunit mRNAs to be abundantly
enriched in polysomes. Indeed, the ubiquitin-proteasome system is also implicated in the regulation
of meiotic progression, fertilisation and zygotic genome activation [63]. Lastly, we observed very
high level translation of mRNAs encoding oocyte membrane-associated proteins, which play roles
in sperm recognition and the regulation of fertilization; e.g., ZP2, ZP3, Ovastacin and several CCT
chaperonins [64].

In the second component of our Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (Figure 4c, Table S2), we were
interested in comparing particular mRNA abundancies in the non-polysomal and polysomal regions
of the derived polysome profiles. This comparison permitted the degree of translational activation for
individual mRNAs to be determined regardless of their relative abundancy because the non-polysomal
pool also contains stored mRNPs. Similar results, focusing on the most abundant polysomal transcripts,
were observed. However, we discovered that some of the highly translated mRNAs were in fact
still more abundant in the stored mRNA pool. This finding applied particularly to mRNAs for
both cytosolic and mitochondrial ribosomal proteins, ATPase subunits and some glycolytic enzymes,
indicating that only the minority of these mRNA molecules were translated and that the majority
still remained pre-synthesised for later translation. The same trend was also evident for many
mRNAs coding for protein regulators of meiotic progression. During oocyte growth and maturation,
mitochondria replicate up to numbers between 300,000–400,000 [65]. We found that mRNAs for the
mitochondrial cytochrome C oxidase subunits were enriched in polysomes, while mRNAs for the
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase subunits were more abundant in the non-polysomal mRNA pool.
We observed translational activation of mRNAs for resident endoplasmic reticulum proteins and many
proteins with antioxidant activity, such as superoxide dismutase, thioredoxin reductase, glutathione
peroxidase, glutathione dehydrogenase and peroxiredoxin. We also detected mRNA encoding lactate
dehydrogenase to be abundant in polysomes. Taken together, these facts demonstrate that active
translation of such proteins, which are significant for the maintenance of the redox state in the oocyte
and buffering mitochondria respiratory activity, occur in the NEBD-stage oocytes [66]. mRNAs for
two UDP-galactose and one nucleotide solute career transporters were additionally found to be also
enriched in polysomes, demonstrating that their active synthesis supports galactose, pyrimidine
and adenine-containing base import to NEBD-stage oocytes. Intriguingly, several mRNAs of the
spliceosomal complex were enriched in polysomes, whereas mRNAs for several basal transcription
factors were enriched in the non-translated mRNA pool. We found Prpf38A mRNA that encodes the
spliceosome protein PRP38 and SRSF1 splicing factor encoding mRNA to be enriched in polysomes
(Table S3). This suggests that transcriptionally silent NEBD-stage oocytes contain pre-synthesised
mRNAs for proteins involved in both transcriptional initiation and splicing, but the splicing related
mRNAs are translated earlier in development.

During the optimization of this novel SSP-profiling protocol, we also used HEK-293 cell line and
W303 yeast strain lysates as controls (Figure 1). The performance of SSP-profiling in regard to these
conventional samples, in the SW55Ti rotor, was very favourable (Figures 1, 2a and 6). This SW55Ti
rotor is occasionally applied in plant science protocols where polysome profiles are often obtained from
crude ribosome pellets after centrifugation of lysates over a sucrose cushion in a Type70Ti rotor [67,68].
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The SW55Ti rotor, or the even smaller SW60Ti rotor, have been utilised for polysome profiling in a
couple of previous studies but either the relevant authors did not provide evidence of the obtained
curves or the profiles were obtained from specialised material and/or by different sucrose gradient
mediated methods [69–72]. Owing to these facts and the general sparsity of SW55Ti-derived polysome
profile experiments, we decided to carefully compare polysome profiling in SW55Ti and conventional
SW41Ti rotors (SW41Ti represents the most often used rotor size format, but sometimes similar SW40Ti
is used). Accordingly, for this comparison, we applied the most often studied biological materials; i.e.,
mammalian cell lines and yeast cells. The results in Figure 1, Figure 6 and Figure S7 suggest that the
SW55Ti-based polysome profiles are fully comparable to those conventionally obtained with SW41Ti
rotors and that this SSP-profiling protocol is fully compatible with downstream methods. Importantly,
the usage of smaller tubes offers economic benefits to the whole polysome profiling methodology, as it
not only directly saves on required chemicals (to the extent of ~2.2-fold), but also reduces consumable
usage, in terms of the material required for cell growth. We also predict that the three times reduction
in centrifugation time, plus the additional shortening of gradient analysis time, will be very attractive
for a large number of researchers.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Human Cell Line, Yeast Strains and Mouse Oocyte, Zygotes and 2C-Embryos Isolation and Culture

The human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-293) cell line was maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS and 2 mM
l-glutamine at 37 ◦C in humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Cells were grown to 60%–70%
confluency in 150 mm diameter dishes. Cycloheximide was added to medium at final concentration
of 0.1 mg/mL. After 10 min, cells were washed with ice-cold PBS supplemented with cycloheximide
(0.1 mg/mL) and then scraped in the presence of 800 µL of Polysome Extraction Buffer (PEB; 10 mM
HEPES, pH 7.5; 62.5 mM KCl; 5 mM MgCl2; 2 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT); 1% Triton X-100; 100 µg/mL
cycloheximide; complete EDTA-free (Roche, Basel, Switzerland, 1 tablet/10 mL); and 40 U/mL Ribolock
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and collected in 1.5 mL tubes.

Fifty milliliters of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain W303 bearing a temperature-sensitive mutation
in guanylyltransferase (ceg1-3ts, [50]) gene were cultivated in YPD medium at 24 ◦C with shaking. The
culture was split into two parts at an OD660 nm of 0.6. The first half was immediately harvested, the
second one was mixed with pre-warmed, 52 ◦C-hot medium and cultivated for 12 h at 37 ◦C. At the
time of harvesting, cycloheximide was added to the medium at final concentration 0.1 mg/mL. After
10 min, the cells were pelleted by centrifugation and washed three times with ice-cold water with
cycloheximide (0.1 mg/mL). Dry cell pellets were kept at −80 ◦C for later use.

Germinal vesicle (GV) oocytes were obtained from 8 weeks old CD1 mice, 46 h after injection with
5 IU pregnant mare serum gonadotropin (PMSG, ProSpec, Rehovot, Israel). Oocytes were isolated
at the GV stage (0 h) in M16 medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) [73], supplemented
with 100 µM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) to prevent
nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD). Selected oocytes were denuded and cultured in M16 medium
(Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) without IBMX at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2. After 80 min of culture,
those oocytes that underwent NEBD were selected. Finally, after 3 h post-IBMX, cycloheximide at final
concentration 0.1 mg/mL was added to medium and oocytes were cultured for 10 further minutes.
NEBD oocytes were then transferred to polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) supplemented with cycloheximide
(0.1 mg/mL) and stored at –80 ◦C in a low-binding retention tubes.

In the case of zygotes and two-cell embryos, 48 h post PMSG injection, mice were further injected
with 5 IU of hCG (Pregnyl®, MSG, Merck Sharp & Dohme B.V, White House Station, NJ, USA) and
placed with males for mating. Zygotes and embryos were collected 23 h and 35 h later, respectively,
from oviducts, and moved into M2 medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), which was
supplemented with cycloheximide (0.1 mg/mL). After 10 min of cultivation at 37 ◦C in atmosphere
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containing 5% CO2, they were harvested and stored at −80 ◦C. All animal work was conducted
according to Act No 246/1992 for the protection of animals against cruelty; issued by Ministry of
Agriculture of the Czech Republic, 25.09.2014, number CZ02389.

4.2. Preparation of Lysates and Polysomal Profiling

All cell types were lysed in PEB. HEK-293 cells were incubated in lysis buffer for 20 min on ice
with occasional vortexing. Cell extracts were centrifuged at 8000× g for 5 min at 4 ◦C. Yeast cells
were disrupted using acid-washed glass beads in a mixer mill apparatus MM301 (Retsch, Gmbh,
Haan, Germany), set at 30 shakes/second for 3 min, followed by immediate cooling on ice. To disrupt
oocytes and their rigid zona pellucida (ZP), zirconia-silica beads were added to the tubes containing
200 NEBD-stage oocytes together with 350 µL of lysis buffer. Tubes were placed in MM301 and
shaken in the frequency of 30 shakes/second for 1 min followed by immediate cooling on ice for 3 min.
This step was repeated 3 times. Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 10,000× g for 5 min at 4
◦C and then cast on sucrose gradients, which were prepared in solution containing 10 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5; 100 mM KCl; 5 mM MgCl2; 2 mM DTT; 100 µg/mL cycloheximide; Complete EDTA-free (1
tablet/100 mL); and 5 U/mL Ribolock (Thermo Scientific). For polysome dissociation experiments, 100
mM EDTA was added to lysis solution without MgCl2 prior to disrupting the cells and the resulting
lysate was loaded on sucrose gradients supplemented with the same concentration of EDTA. Sucrose
gradients were prepared in Gradient MasterTM 108 v5.3 (Biocomp, Fredericton, NB, Canada) with the
following programs for SW55Ti tubes with long cap: 5%–20% (w/v), one-step; 7%–30% (w/v), one-step;
15%–40% (w/v), one-step; 10%–50% (w/v), twelve-step; 15%–55%, two-step; 20%–60% (w/v), two-step.
SW41Ti long-cap 10%–50% (w/v) sucrose gradients were prepared using the eleven-step program.
We adjusted the weights of SW55Ti and SW41Ti tubes with prepared gradients to 6.59 g (SW55Ti)
and 15.19 g (SW41Ti), respectively, before loading lysates. This protocol improvement allowed us
to load the identical volumes of samples and subsequently helped with fitting the position of the
loading peak in the polysome profile curve. Meaning, the SW55Ti tube can accommodate 8 OD260 nm

of lysate in maximal volume of 300 µL and SW41Ti tube 20 OD260 nm in volume 520 µL. Where lysate
concentration is indicated, it corresponds to RNA concentration in the lysate as calculated. Velocity
sedimentation was performed in Optima L-90 Ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN,
USA) at 45,000 RPM (246,078× g) for 65 min at 4 ◦C in SW55Ti UltraClearTM tubes (Beckman Coulter)
or at 35,000 RPM (210,053× g) for 180 min at 4 ◦C in SW41Ti UltraClearTM tubes (Beckman Coulter).
Continuous absorbance monitoring at 280 nm was performed using an ISCO UA-5 detector and ISCO
UV absorbance reader (Teledyne, ISCO, Lincoln, NE, USA). 60% sucrose solution was pumped into
SW55Ti and SW41Ti tubes with the speed 1.8 mL/minute and 2.2 mL/minute, respectively, using
NE-1000 syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc., Farmingdale, NY, USA). Polysome profile data
were collected and processed using Clarity Lite software [29].

4.3. RNA Isolation, RNA Electrophoresis and qRT-PCR

For coarse RNA isolation from human and yeast cells (Figure 1), we collected SW55Ti and
SW41Ti polysome profiles into fractions of equal volume. One microliter of GeneEluteTM-LPA (linear
polyacrylamide, Sigma Aldrich) was added to each fraction as a co-precipitant. After vortexing, equal
volumes of 5.25 M guanidine thiocyanate and isopropanol were added. Samples were precipitated
overnight and then RNA was spun at 19,000× g for 20 min at 4 ◦C. After two washes with 75%
ethanol, pellets were air-dried and RNA corresponding to SW55Ti- and SW41Ti-derived fractions was
dissolved in 20 µL and 30 µL of RNase-free H2O, respectively. RNA electrophoresis was performed
according to [74] with the exception that loading dye was supplemented with 0.1% SDS. We loaded 15
µL (SW55Ti) and 10 µL (SW41Ti) of dissolved RNA. RNA concentration and yield were determined
spectrophotometrically at 260 and 280 nm.

High quality RNA isolation from the HEK-293 cell line, mouse oocytes, zygotes and two-cell
stage embryos was performed by collecting 10 fractions, of 0.5 mL each, of SW55Ti-derived polysome
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profiles. Working on ice, 1 µL of GeneEluteTM-LPA was added, vortexed and immediately added 1 mL
of TriReagent (Sigma Aldrich). After vortexing, 350 µL of chloroform was added, again vortexed and
centrifuged at 19,000× g for 20 min at 4 ◦C. Equal volumes of isopropanol were added to RNA-containing
phases. RNA isolation was then completed as described above in the case of the coarse RNA isolation.

4 µL of RNA from each fraction were reverse-transcribed using 20 U of M-MuLV Reverse
Transcriptase (Thermo Scientific) and 0.3 µg of random hexamer primers in a reaction volume of 20 µL.
cDNA synthesis was performed at 25 ◦C for 10 min and then in 37 ◦C for 5 min followed by incubation
at 42 ◦C for 1 h and subsequent inactivation at 70 ◦C for 10 min. qRT-PCR experiments were performed
using a LightCycler480® (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and LightCycler480® SYBR Green I Master mix
(Roche). The 10-µL reactions were performed in triplicates. Each reaction contained 2 µL of cDNA and
500 nM gene-specific primers (list of used primers is provided in Table S4). The amplification protocol
was 95 ◦C for 5 min; 44 cycles of 95 ◦C for 10 s, 58 ◦C for 15 s, 72 ◦C for 15 s; followed by melting
curve determination. For absolute qRT-PCR quantification, we created recombinant pCRTM4-TopoTM

plasmids (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) containing 18S and 28S rRNA PCR amplicons (Table S4). For
qRT-PCR validation of selected transcripts, we took half of dissolved RNA in each collected fraction
(10 µL) and created two pools: non-polysomal sample (NP; corresponding to the 40S, the 60S and
monosomal peaks, fractions 2–5) and polysomal associated one (P; polysomal region, fractions 6–10).
Then, we performed reverse transcription reactions in the final volume 100 µL containing 40 µL of
pooled RNA, 2.5 µg of oligod(T18) and 1 µg of random hexamer primer and 100 U of M-MuLV Reverse
Transcriptase. RT reaction and qPCR conditions were identical as those described above. The relative
quantification mode was applied and the mean of 18S and 28S RNA level was used for normalization
of NP and P components of the polysome profiles.

4.4. RNA-Seq Library Preparation

For RNA-seq, we measured 18S and 28S rRNA content in collected fractions derived from
NEBD-stage oocyte polysome profiles and then we pooled fractions as described for the qRT-PCR
validation. Pooled RNA was concentrated using RNA Clean & concentrator kit (ZYMO Research,
Irvine, CA, USA) and rRNA depleted using Ribozero Gold rRNA Removal kit (Illumina, San Diego,
CA, USA). Remaining RNA in each sample was DNAse-treated, reverse transcribed and amplified
using the Repli-G WTA single cell amplification kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). cDNA synthesis was
primed by a mixture of oligod (T18) and random hexamers primers. The amplified cDNA was then
processed by the Nextera DNA library prep kit (Illumina) to generate sequencing libraries. Sequencing
was performed on HiSeq 2500 (Illumina) with 150 bp paired-end reads.

4.5. Bioinformatical and Statistical Analyses

Reads were trimmed using Trim Galore! v0.4.1, checked for sequencing quality using FastQC
v0.11.5 and for contamination by mapping to genomes of several model organisms using FastQC
Screen v0.11.1, and finally mapped to the mouse GRCm38 genome assembly using Hisat2 v2.0.5 [75].
Gene expression was quantified as fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM) values in Seqmonk
v1.40.0 (Manufacturer name, city, state abbreviation if USA or Canada, country). Mapping of
RNA-seq reads on mouse genome is accessible in UCSC Genome Browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/

s/lenkagahurova/NAR_Masek_polysome_RNAseq). RNA-seq data have been deposited in Gene
Expression Omnibus database under the accession: GSE121358. PCA for transcripts with FPKM >1
was performed using R function (R v3.4.0) within Seqmonk v1.40.0. DeSeq2 (R v3.4.0) was applied
to analyse transcripts with differential abundancy in the NP and the P samples. The R code for
the translatome analysis is available upon request. qRT-PCR data analyses were performed in the
LightCycler 480 software (version 1.5, Roche, Basel, Switzerland) in absolute and relative quantification
modes. Gene Set Enrichment analysis was performed by utilising the WEB-based GEne SeT AnaLysis
Toolkit (http://webgestalt.org/option.php). Results in Figures 2c and 4d were statistically evaluated by
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA followed by post-hoc Dunn´s multiple comparison test.

https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/lenkagahurova/NAR_Masek_polysome_RNAseq
https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/lenkagahurova/NAR_Masek_polysome_RNAseq
http://webgestalt.org/option.php
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5. Conclusions

In summary, this study describes SSP-profiling as a novel protocol that is able generate high quality
data with all the versatility of currently described and conventional methods. We have demonstrated
the suitability of this novel polysome profiling technique by coupling it to RNA-seq screens of polysome
associated transcripts from biologically scarce samples, as represented by 200 mouse NEBD-stage
oocytes (in the process generating novel and biologically relevant data on a previously unexplored
point in mouse oocyte maturation development). Lastly, we have also provided a detailed description
of the SSP-profiling experimental technique that we anticipate will aid its adoption in the wider
scientific community.

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/21/4/
1254/s1. Supplementary Materials include Figure S1. Influence of different centrifugation times and speeds
on polysomal profile performance in SW55Ti centrifugation tubes and rotor; Figure S2. Spectrophotometric
measurement of quantity and purity of isolated RNA obtained from polysome profile fractions of HEK-293 human
cell line and W303 ceg1ts yeast strain; Figure S3. qRT-PCR analyses of HEK-293 cell and NEBD-stage oocyte
polysome profiles including parallel measurements of DNA contamination and information about cell numbers
and total RNA contents in input lysates; Figure S4. qRT-PCR-based visualizations of individual replicate/source
polysome profiles used for Figures 2c and 3; Figure S5. Validation of the selected polysome-enriched zygotic
mRNAs; Figure S6. Plots represent the P/NPs or FPKM values in the P and the NP datasets of individual transcripts
according to their lengths. Figure S7. Reduced-sized-, 5-mL-SW55Ti ultracentrifugation tubes can accommodate
enough cell lysate to detect moderately abundant protein in polysome profile fractions (contains the following
references: [76–78]; Table S1. List of expressed genes with mean FPKM higher than 0.1 in at least one dataset;
Table S2. Sheet S2-1: GSEA according to FPKM in P dataset, Sheet S2-2: GSEA according to P/NP ratio; Table S3.
DeSeq2 analysis of polysome-bound mRNAs versus non-polysomal mRNAs; Table S4. List of used primers.
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Abstract 
 
Increasing maternal age in mammals is associated with poorer oocyte quality, involving higher aneuploidy rates and 
decreased developmental competence. Prior to resumption of meiosis, fully developed mammalian oocytes become 
transcriptionally silent until the onset of zygotic genome activation. Therefore, meiotic progression and early 
embryogenesis are driven largely by translational utilization of previously synthesized mRNAs. We report that genome-
wide translatome profiling reveals considerable numbers of transcripts that are differentially translated in oocytes 
obtained from aged compared to young females. Additionally, we show that a number of aberrantly translated mRNAs 
in oocytes from aged females have roles associated with cell cycle regulation. Indeed, we demonstrate the differential 
translation rates of four specific maternal age related transcripts (Sgk1, Castor1, Aire and Eg5) are associated with 
distinct localization patterns at the newly forming meiotic spindle. Moreover, we report substantial defects in 
chromosome alignment and cytokinesis in the oocytes of young females, in which candidate CASTOR1 and SGK1 
protein levels or activity are experimentally altered. Our findings indicate that improper translation of specific proteins 
at the onset of meiosis contributes to increased chromosome segregation problems associated with female aging. 
 

Introduction 
 
The quality of oocytes (female germ cells) is an essential factor for successful sexual reproduction. Mammalian oocyte 
development is a complex and long process beginning during embryogenesis and then arresting in the first meiotic 
prophase. It is not until puberty that oocytes can finally be recruited for ovulation, by reinitiating meiosis and 
culminating in eventual fertilization. It is accepted that chromosomal aneuploidy, a consequence of chromosomal 
segregation errors during meiosis, is one of the most common causes of poor oocyte quality, leading to embryo 
lethality or severe developmental disabilities (Savva et al., 2010). Importantly, it has been reported that most 
chromosomal segregation aberrations take place during the first meiotic division, occurring after meiotic resumption 
and Nuclear Envelope Break Down (NEBD)(Hassold and Hunt, 2001). Precisely, it is shortly after NEBD when 
chromosome condensation and assembly take place at the newly forming meiotic spindle (Schuh and Ellenberg, 2007). 
Chromosomal aneuploidy in human oocytes is not a rare event, exemplified by a 20% incidence in 32 year old women 
that further increases with age, reaching 60-80% in women aged 42 (Kuliev et al., 2011; Jones and Lane, 2013a; Capalbo 
et al., 2017). This so called ‘age-related aneuploidy’ in oocytes has long been a focus in the study of human 
reproduction, as women in economically advanced societies are trending to delay their pregnancies (Molina-García et 
al., 2019). However, we are still far from fully understanding the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. 
In order to provide enhanced insight into the dysfunctional molecular mechanisms behind age-related aneuploidy, the 
transcriptomes of oocytes from young and advanced aged females have been compared, using various animal models 
(Labrecque and Sirard, 2014), of which mouse has proven to be a suitable one (Sebestova et al., 2012; Jones and Lane, 
2013b). These studies have revealed that there are actual significant differences in the transcriptomes of oocytes from 
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aged females, mainly associated with decreased levels of gene transcripts involved in managing oxidative stress, 
chromatin structure, genome stability and spindle structure. Nonetheless, another crucial feature of oocyte 
development must be taken into account. Namely, that oocytes proceed through meiotic maturation and to the post-
fertilization zygote stage in the absence of de novo transcription (De La Fuente et al., 2004; Hamatani et al., 2004a).  
Accordingly, growing oocytes that become arrested at prophase I, synthesise large amounts of RNA that is stored for 
future use during the transcriptionally silent period after meiotic resumption (Fulka et al., 1998). Precisely, 
chromosome condensation and segregation take place in an environment where regulation of translation is a 
paramount gene expression control mechanism. As such, conventional transcriptome analysis, although undoubtedly 
useful, might not offer a sufficiently accurate picture of oocyte gene expression on the protein level, as the whole 
transcriptome includes large pools of stored RNAs not undergoing active translation. To overcome this limitation, 
polysomal fractionation of oocyte samples can be performed in order to isolate those RNAs which are bound to 
ribosomes and hence are more likely to be translated into proteins with functional roles during specific stages of 
meiosis. However, mammalian oocytes are a scarce source of material, which is a big limiting factor to such classical 
fractionation techniques that typically require millions of cells (Mašek et al., 2011). Thus, unsurprisingly, only a few 
experiments of this kind have been reported (Potireddy et al., 2006; Scantland et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011). For this 
purpose we recently developed a Scarce Sample Polysomal-profiling (SSP-profiling) method, which allows the 
obtaining of polysomal RNAs with high reliability from as little as 200 oocytes (Masek et al., 2020).  
In this study, we present what to our knowledge is the first thorough analysis of ribosome bound mRNAs in mouse 
oocytes at the post-NEBD stage within the context of maternal age. Moreover, we validate several candidate mRNAs 
exhibiting altered translation in the oocytes of more advanced age females and identify novel gene transcripts and 
proteins related to mammalian oocyte development and aneuploidy. 
 

Results 
 
Genome wide analysis reveals differential translation of cell cycle players in oocytes from aged females. 
To provide improved mechanistic insight into the increased aneuploidy rate of oocytes from aged females, we 
compared the polysome bound mRNAs of oocytes from young (6 week old, YF) and aged (58 weeks old, AF) female 
mice. Most of oocyte meiotic errors from aged females occur in meiosis I (Hassold and Hunt, 2001), therefore we 
performed the translatome comparison on oocytes after they underwent NEBD (3h after 3-Isobutyl-1-methylxanthine 
(IBMX) removal); when chromosomes condense, the new meiotic spindle is forming and transcription is absent. Taking 
into account that transcriptionaly silent oocyte and the transcriptome of GV oocytes does not significantly vary with 
maternal age (Pan et al., 2008) we analysed oocyte’s ribosomal RNA content to unveil the translatome in relation to 
maternal age. Four individual replicates were used for YF samples and three for AF (200 post-NEBD oocytes/sample). 
Using the SSP-profiling method (Masek et al., 2020) combined with RNA-Seq method, we analysed mRNA content in 
polysomal and non-polysomal fractions from oocytes of the two different female groups. Analyses of the YF and AF 
derived fractions did not reveal any significant differences between the two age groups regarding polysomal 
distribution (Fig. 1A). Significant decrease of ribosomal subunits in polysomal fractions was induced pre-treatment 
with Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) compared to both the YF and AF samples (Fig. 1A). As EDTA sequesters 
magnesium ions to disrupt ribosomal subunit assembly (Scantland et al., 2011), thus reducing polysome levels, this 
important technical control provides confidence that the RNAs in polysomal fractions of untreated YF and AF oocytes 
are indeed bound to ribosomes.  
Next, for each sample, we pooled the collected fractions into either non-polysomal (NP, fractions containing free RNAs 
or RNAs bound to monosomes) or polysomal fractions (P; fractions containing polysome bound RNAs). This was 
followed by ribodepleted RNA-Seq of NP and P fractions to detect genome wide translational differences between the 
two age groups.  
Based on the RNA-Seq data output we were able to identify differentially translated mRNAs (Fig. 1B). Analysis of P 
fractions with transcripts with at least FPKM>1 in one group revealed 3589 (35.06 %) mRNAs with more than a five-
fold comparative difference in enrichment  between YF and AF oocytes (FC > 5) and 1006 (9.83 %) mRNAs with an 
enrichment fold change above 10 (FC > 10) (Fig. 1B and Supplementary  Table 1). From those mRNAs with FC > 10, 623 
mRNAs were more abundant in the P fractions of YF oocytes and 383 in P fractions of AF samples. In addition, 37 
polysomal differentially enriched mRNAs were statistically significant between the two groups, as calculated by 
DEseq2 (Fig. 1B and Supplementary Table 1). Over-Representation Analysis (ORA) was performed on the polysomal 
differentially enriched transcripts exhibiting FC>10 between the two oocyte groups (Fig. 1C and Supplementary Table 
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2). Interestingly, among the significantly enriched categories were those related to cell division, microtubule 
cytoskeleton (e.g. Cdk10, Cep63, Chek2, Nde1, Spice1 and kinesins: Kif11, Kif3b, Kif18a) and to the mRNA metabolism 
(e.g. Eif3a, Prkra, Rpl38; RNA methyltransferases: Tfb2m, Trmt61a, Nsun2, Nsun3), substantiating a possible link 
between increased aneuploidy in AF oocytes and the transcript specific translational alterations. Moreover, those gene 
transcripts that were differentially enriched between the P fractions of the two oocyte age groups (FC > 10) showed 
seven hierarchical clusters based on their observed enrichments in non-polysomal and polysomal fractions (Fig. S1 and 
Supplementary Table 3). Clusters 2, 5, 6 and 7 appear to comprise gene transcripts with differential translation 
regulation between the YF and AF groups, as despite having similar abundancies in non-polysomal (NP) fractions they 
exhibit opposing enrichment trends in the corresponding polysomal (P) fractions.  
In summary, we used genome wide analysis to generate a comprehensive datasets of specific mRNAs with differential 
polysomal abundancy in oocytes from different maternal age related oocytes that resumed meiosis.  
 
Specific genes transcripts with different polysomal occupancy between YF and AF oocytes positively correlates with 
protein expression. 
To identify candidate genes potentially functionally involved in age-related aneuploidy, we selected 10 gene 
transcripts with different polysomal occupancy between YF and AF datasets (Deseq2, P<0.1 and/or FC>10). We 
primarily focused on transcripts that might have a potential direct/indirect effect on meiosis, cell division, G2/M phase 
transition or spindle localization according to the current literature (Fig. 1B,D). Actb mRNA was selected as a control 
due to similar polysomal occupancy in both oocyte groups. 
In order to validate the observed differences in polysome association of selected transcripts, each specific mRNA was 
analysed by Digital Droplet PCR (ddPCR) from newly prepared and pooled YF and AF oocyte polysomal fractions. Due 
to the inherent scarcity of oocyte samples and the intrinsic difficulty to obtain enough replicates (especially from the 
limiting numbers of mice and oocytes in the AF group), it was challenging to retrieve flawlessly consistent qPCR results 
for all assayed transcripts. Nonetheless, we were able to moderately correlate the RNA-Seq data with the results of 
ddPCR (Fig1. B,D) for a selected candidate mRNAs: Serum/Glucocorticoid Regulated Kinase 1 (Sgk1), Cytosolic Arginine 
Sensor For mTORC1 Subunit 1 (Castor1) and Kinesin-5 protein (Eg5, Kif11) (Fig. 2A). In our sequencing datasets; Sgk1 
mRNA was less abundant in the polysomal RNA of AF oocytes, while Castor1 and Eg5 mRNA levels were enriched. 
These relative oocyte age related polysome enrichment differences were reflected by ddPCR (Fig. 2A). However, 
despite the robust differences of Autoimmune Regulator (Aire) mRNA in polysomal occupancy observed in our RNA 
seq datasets (strongly favouring the AF group), we were not able to detect significant differences by ddPCR between 
the two groups. Moreover, we did speculate whether the levels of these transcripts would vary not only in the 
polysomal fractions but throughout the whole transcriptome as a potential consequence of an age-related differential 
transcription during the previous oocyte growth period (rather than a differential translation at post-NEBD stage). We 
therefore extracted total RNA (without polysomal fractionation) from freshly collected YF and AF post-NEBD oocytes 
and assayed the general expression levels of the same transcripts by qRT-PCR (Fig. S2). However, no significant 
differences in transcript levels were detected, indicating YF and AF oocytes contain similar amounts of Sgk1, Castor1, 
Aire and Eg5 transcripts in their total RNA. 
Higher polysomal occupancy by specific mRNAs is very likely to correlate with increased synthesis of the corresponding 
protein. After assaying the differences in Sgk1, Castor1, Aire and Eg5 mRNA enrichment in the respective oocyte 
polysomal RNA pools (Fig. 2A), we asked if these differences (as originally identified by RNA-Seq – Fig. 1D) were also 
reflected at the protein levels. In order to elucidate this, we performed western blots (WB) from post-NEBD oocyte 
samples, from YF and AF groups. We found that SGK1 protein expression positively correlated with (Fig. 2B,C) RNA-
seq results (Fig. 1B,D). Conversely, the levels of CASTOR1 and EG5 protein, the mRNAs of which were enriched in AF 
polysomes, were significantly increased in AF derived oocytes compared to the YF group (Fig. 2BC). Interestingly, 
despite not being able to clearly validate different levels in polysome associated transcripts of Aire  by ddPCR, the 
expression of its protein was extremely increased (up to 10 fold) in the AF group (Fig. 2B,C); a result in strong accord 
with the original RNA-Seq polysome profiling results (Fig. 1D). Control, ACTB expression in oocyte from YF and AF, 
showed similar level (Fig. 2B). Therefore, the validation of significant differences in protein levels of selected genes 
correlated positively with those inferred from the RNA-Seq polysome association analysis. This difference in protein 
expression between YF and AF, regardless of similar transcript levels in total RNA, indicate that the differential 
occupation within polysomal fractions for the selected transcripts is directly related to their protein expression. 
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Selected differentially expressed proteins are localized at the newly forming spindle. 
Most proteins have functional roles within the specific sub-cellular regions they are localized (Femino et al., 1998; 
Jansova et al., 2018).  Therefore, to better understand their role in meiosis resumption, we detected localization of 
selected differentially translated genes from YF and AF oocytes by immunocytochemistry (ICC). Interestingly, we found 
all four candidate proteins localized in the area of the newly forming spindle but in distinct patterns (Fig. 3A). SGK1 
and EG5 were found in patches at the multipolar spindle and CASTOR1 and AIRE were both localized in a similar pattern 
to tubulin (Fig. 3A). Moreover, we quantified the fluorescence of individual proteins from ICC and found a positive 
correlation with our RNA-Seq (Fig. 1B,D) and WB (Fig. 2BC) results. Namely, there was a significant decrease of SGK1 
protein fluorescence in AF oocytes compared to YF and significant increase in the protein expression of CASTOR1, AIRE 
and EG5 (Fig. 3B). 
Previously, we reported that the timing of meiotic progression of AF derived oocytes is faster than in their younger 
counterparts by about 30 minutes (Koncicka et al., 2018). Therefore, we asked if such meiotic progression timing 
differences may promote translational differences between age groups. We analysed the expression of AIRE and EG5 
proteins (by WB and ICC, respectively) in YF oocytes collected 30 minutes later than the conventional assay time (3h 
post IBMX removal) for YF and AF oocytes. We found that additional cultivation did not significantly alter the protein 
expression to levels previously detected in the AF group (Fig. S3). This indicates that the observed translational 
differences are inherent to translation of selected transcripts in AF oocytes and not due to timing differences. 
Collectively, these results confirm the spindle localization of selected candidate proteins and that their differential 
expression in AF derived oocytes (versus YF counterparts), may play a role in spindle assembly, chromosome alignment 
and cytokinesis. 
 
Perturbation of CASTOR1 and SGK1 protein levels/activity leads to meiotic abnormalities. 
The sum of the described results indicates that at the post-NEBD stage, there is a number of mRNAs that exhibit 
differential polysomal occupancy and consequently altered protein expression levels in AF oocytes compared to YF 
derived counterparts. We decided to experimentally perturb the protein levels of two selected candidates with 
opposing differential polysomal occupancy in AF oocytes (CASTOR1 and SGK1, Fig. 1B and 3B). As CASTOR1 protein 
has higher expression levels in AF oocytes, we performed overexpression of the protein in YF oocytes, by 
microinjection of Castor1 mRNA (Fig. 4A) and consequently analysed their maturation rate and morphology (Fig. 4B,C). 
We found that the rate of progression to the MII stage occurred without major differences in PB extrusion between 
control (H2b:gfp mRNA microinjection) and CASTOR1 overexpressed groups (Castor1:Ha + H2b:gfp mRNA 
microinjection) (61±15% and 61±10%, n=31 and n=18, respectively; P<0.05). However, we did find that 43% of 
CASTOR1 overexpressing oocytes which reached MII displayed significant abnormalities; namely chromosome 
misalignment in M-phase (MI) and/or extrusion of full DNA content into two polar bodies (Fig. 4B,C). Although these 
abnormalities did not affect PB extrusion rates, it is clear that full extrusion of DNA content is deleterious for the 
further oocyte quality as well as chromosome misalignment might be. On the other hand, translation of Sgk1 mRNA 
was significantly decreased in AF oocytes (Fig. 1B and 3B), we decided to supress SGK1 protein kinase activity in YF 
oocytes using the specific SGK1-inhibitor (GSK-650394; 10µM).) SGK1 affects CDK1 activity (Hiraoka et al., 2019), thus 
we validated successful SGK1 inhibition via decrease of CDK1 (Thr161) phosphorylation in YF oocytes (3h post IBMX 
removal in the presence of the inhibitor) (Fig. 4D and Fig. S4). Subsequently, we assayed meiotic progression of YF 
oocytes treated with vehicle or SGK1-inhibitor. We found that the inhibitor-treated group had significantly lower 
numbers of oocytes reaching the MII stage (40±18%; P<0.05; n=75) compared with control vehicle treatment (93±7%; 
P<0.05; n=75). Moreover, after PB extrusion, 83% of the oocytes treated with SGK1-inhibitior showed two abnormal 
phenotypes, including symmetric division (10% of MII oocytes) and  tubulin non-disjunction with chromatin 
decondensation (73% of MII) (Fig. 4E,F and 4F).  
In summary, by perturbing YF oocytes to mimic the protein expression or activity of CASTOR1 and SGK1 of AF oocytes, 
we have shown that these proteins play roles involved in meiosis I chromosome alignment and cytokinesis, which are 
intrinsically impaired in AF derived oocytes.  
 

Discussion 
 
Although several models have been proposed to explain how the age-associated increase in aneuploidy could occur, 
further investigation is needed, considering the medical relevance of maternal age-related aneuploidy. Previous 
results (Sebestova et al., 2012; Jones and Lane, 2013b) have shown that mouse is a suitable model system to assess 
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the molecular basis for human age-associated increase in aneuploidy. A general view is that the quality of the 
cytoplasm, which includes the transcriptome, is compromised in aged oocytes. However, Pan et al. (2008) have shown 
that perturbations in the global transcriptome of GV oocytes from females of advanced age are actually minimal.  
In this study, we have tackled the old problem of oocyte age-related aneuploidy from a new perspective. We 
contribute to this field with novel genome wide analysis of the translation of maternal mRNAs in two different oocyte 
age groups. While there have been several studies comparing oocyte transcriptomes from young and aged females 
(Hamatani et al., 2004b; Pan et al., 2008; Grøndahl et al., 2010), actual translatome has until now remained 
unanalyzed. Nonetheless, translation is particularly relevant as the fully grown mammalian oocyte is known to be 
transcriptionally silent and relies on large amounts of stored RNAs that utilizes when progressing through meiosis. In 
fact, stored mRNAs can be several times more abundant than those ongoing actual translation at any given point. In 
order to identify polysome-bound mRNAs in mouse oocytes, we previously developed a method that enables isolation 
of very small amounts of polyribosomal bound RNA for a subsequent genome wide analysis (Ganesh et al., 2020; 
Masek et al., 2020). To date, there have been very few experiments applying polysome profiling techniques on oocytes 
(Potireddy et al., 2006; Scantland et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011) and to our knowledge we are the first to use it to 
interrogate the whole translatome in oocytes of different maternal ages. 
Research in this study was performed using oocytes at the post-NEBD stage. This specific meiotic time-point was 
deliberately selected, since the first meiotic division is ongoing: meiotic arrest at prophase I is over, chromosomes 
have recently condensed, the new spindle has begun to assemble (Schuh and Ellenberg, 2007) and translational 
reprograming is occurring (Susor et al., 2015; Jansova et al., 2018). Additionally and importantly, chromosomal mis-
segregation is reported to preferentially occur during the first meiotic division. Therefore, uncovering translational 
differences at this stage between YF and AF oocytes harbours a high potential to better understand age-related 
aneuploidy (Ottolini et al., 2015). Earlier studies dealing with whole oocyte transcriptome analysis in correlation with 
maternal age have focused mainly on the GV and/or MII stages as they represent the two meiotic arrest points of 
maturing oocytes. For example, Pan et al (2008) performed microarray analysis in order to obtain the whole 
transcriptome of oocytes from young and aged mice females at the GV and MII stages, and reported very little 
differences in transcriptome between the age groups at the GV stage (5% with FC >2) while the transcriptome of MII 
stage oocytes differed more significantly in correlation with maternal age (33% with FC >2). A similar trend was 
observed by Reyes et al. (2017) in a transcriptome study comparing human GV and MII oocytes. However, the 
transcriptome at the post-NEBD stage remains unstudied, possibly because whole transcriptome analysis would reveal 
few differences between the oocytes from different maternal ages, as it was previously reported in GV oocytes (Pan 
et al., 2008). Here, with the advantage of being able to reliably assay polysome bound mRNAs, we have been able to 
detect mRNAs that are actively translated. Thus, we have begun to unveil how specific oocyte translatome changes, 
associated with maternal age, and how it affects the resulting proteome in the critical developmental window directly 
after meiotic resumption. For example, translatome mRNA profiling of post-NEBD YF and AF oocytes has revealed 
differentially enriched and relevant ontology categories of mRNA transcripts related to cytokinesis and cell division 
processes. These ontological categories include specific transcripts with important roles in meiosis (e.g. Cdk10, Cep63, 
Chek2, Nde1, Spice1 and various kinesins). 
Derived from our polysome-associated mRNA-Seq screen, we have identified and validated four candidate transcripts 
that have significantly different polysome enrichment levels between YF and AF derived post-NEBD oocytes: Sgk1, 
Castor1, Aire and Eg5. Intriguingly, the respective proteins of all transcripts localize to the newly forming spindle, which 
is essential for chromosome alignment and cytokinesis. EG5 is involved in spindle bi-polarity establishment, 
microtubule sliding and has been thoroughly studied in mitosis and meiosis (Mann and Wadsworth, 2019). Despite 
previous whole transcriptome studies failing to report overt differences in Eg5 mRNA expression between YF and AF 
oocytes (Hamatani et al., 2004b; Pan et al., 2008; Grøndahl et al., 2010; Reyes et al., 2017), our SSP-Profiling approach 
demonstrates a significant increase in Eg5 transcript in polysomes of AF oocytes, that then translates to corresponding 
increased protein expression levels. Interestingly, Liu et al., (2010) and Castillo et al., (2007) have shown in other tissue 
models that overexpression of EG5 can induce aneuploidy and tumorigenesis. Therefore, alteration of EG5 levels in 
oocytes retains the potential to influence the spindle assembly process, leading to aberrant meiotic progression with 
abnormal chromosome segregation (Liu et al., 2010; Castillo et al., 2007; Kovacovicova et al., 2016).  
AIRE is another interesting candidate with a possible role in age-related aneuploidy in mice. Although it has been 
mainly studied for its role as a transcription factor in immune tolerance control (Björses et al., 1998), it is known Aire 
deficient female mice display infertility; albeit without a direct study of oocyte quality (Jasti et al., 2012). Furthermore, 
an interaction between AIRE and spindle-associated proteins has been reported to be essential for mitotic spindle 
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assembly in stem cells. In the same study, overexpression of a truncated version of AIRE leads to defective spindle in 
stem cells (Gu et al., 2017). Here, we also find AIRE is localized at the newly forming oocyte meiotic spindle and that 
Aire mRNA is highly translated in aged post-NEBD oocytes compared to their young counterpart. Due to AIRE’s main 
studied role as a transcription factor, the presence of AIRE protein in transcriptionally silent oocytes is not entirely 
clear. However, as our data demonstrate, further research will explain its function in spindle assembly and cytokinesis, 
with particular emphasis on oocytes from aged females.  
The third protein we have identified and validated as up-regulated in the AF oocytes is CASTOR1. In the presence of 
arginine, CASTOR1 binds to this amino acid, which prevents its inhibitory effect on GATOR2, ultimately allowing mTOR1 
activation (Saxton et al., 2016). CASTOR1 localization to the spindle might be connected to mTOR1, which also 
accumulates to the spindle and its inhibition/downregulation leads to meiotic defects (Susor et al., 2015; Guo et al., 
2018). Therefore, it is possible that localization of mTOR1 to the assembling spindle, under the control of a strong 
upstream regulator such as CASTOR1, might be important for its temporal and/or spatial regulation. Indeed, when we 
experimentally increased CASTOR1 levels in YF oocytes, in order to mimic the increased protein expression as detected 
in AF oocytes, the most frequently observed anomaly was chromosomal misalignment but also few cytokinesis errors, 
resulting in oocytes devoid of DNA. While the latter phenotype is obviously incompatible with further development, 
chromosome misalignment can be considered detrimental and can lead to aneuploidy (Liu and Keefe, 2008). Taken 
together, these results reveal CASTOR1 as a possible factor relevant to age-related chromosomal aneuploidy in 
oocytes. 
In contrast to CASTOR1, SGK1 protein expression is lower in AF oocytes compared to YF oocytes. SGK1 is known to 
regulate the activity of ion channels, solute carriers, enzymes and transcription factors (Lang et al., 2018). SGK1 protein 
kinase activity can be triggered by insulin, follicle stimulation hormone (FSH), corticosterone and thrombin, and is 
mediated by several upstream kinases including PI3K, PDK1 and mTORC2 (Kobayashi and Cohen, 1999; Pearce et al., 
2011). Surprisingly, despite its previously described localization in the plasma membrane, we observed it in the region 
of the post-NEBD forming oocyte spindle. Paralleling our results, SGK1 levels have also reported to decline with human 
aging (Harries et al., 2012). Moreover, we found that inhibition of SGK1 activity in YF oocytes visibly lead to cytokinetic 
errors. 
Altogether, our study has generated a genome-wide database of mRNA transcripts that occupy post-NEBD oocyte 
polysomes in both young and aged mouse oocytes. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the existence of differential 
polysomal mRNA occupancy in young and aged oocytes, suggesting different translational program in post–NEBD 
oocytes dependent on maternal age, correlating with reduced quality of aged oocytes (see scheme in Fig. 5); a 
characteristic phenomenon of both mice and humans. Therefore, our data provides new information related to age 
related translatome/proteome perturbation (including verified candidate gene mRNA/proteins) at the onset of 
meiosis, concomitant with spindle formation and resulting cytokinesis. 
 

Legends 
 
Fig. 1 Genome wide analysis shows differential translation of cell cycle regulators in oocytes from aged females. 
A) qRT-PCR analysis of distribution of 18S rRNA between non-polysomal (NP) and polysomal (P) fractions in oocytes of 
young female (YF), aged female (AF) mice and in oocytes with disrupted polysomes (YF+EDTA). Data are represented 
as the mean ± s.e.m, *P<0.05; ns, non-significant; according to Student’s t-test.  
B)  Volcano plot displaying gene transcripts differentially enriched in P fractions of oocytes from YF and AF groups; 
highlighting those with FC >10 and adjusted-P<0.1 (red), with only FC >10 (green) and the rest (grey). Data points with 
gene names refer to the selected target genes with possible function in female meiosis. See also Supplementary Table 
1. 
C) Top enriched ORA categories in differentially enriched genes (FC>10) from associated polysomal fractions. 
Categories related to cell division are highlighted in blue. NoG, Number of Genes that belong the category; ER, 
Enrichment Ratio. See also Supplementary Table 2. 
D) FPKM values for selected target transcripts differentially enriched between YF and AF polysomal fractions that are 
potentially related to female meiosis. See also Supplementary Table 1. 
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Fig. 2 Validation of specific genes with different polysomal mRNA occupancy; positive correlation with protein 
expression between YF and AF oocytes. 
A) ddPCR validation of selected mRNAs in polysomal fractions from YF and AF oocytes (200 oocytes per sample after 
SSP-profiling). Values obtained were normalized to ACTB and YF group was set as reference (100%). Data represented 
as the mean ± s.e.m. of three independent experiments. 
B) Western Blot analysis of protein abundance of mRNAs coding for selected genes from RNA-Seq datasets in the two 
groups of oocytes. ACTB was used as loading control. See also Supplementary Table 4 for the list of antibodies. 
C) Western Blot quantification of protein expression for selected genes. Values obtained were normalized to ACTB and 
YF group was set as reference (100%). Data are represented as the mean ± s.e.m. of at least three independent 

experiments; n≥20 per sample; *P<0.05, according to Student’s t-test. See also Supplementary Table 4 for the list of 
antibodies. 
 
Fig. 3 Differentially expressed proteins are localized at newly forming oocyte spindles. 
 A) Immunocytochemistry shows localization of SGK1, CASTOR1, AIRE and EG5 proteins at newly forming spindles in 
the post-NEBD oocytes (YF – left, AF – right). Protein in grey and green scales, DNA (DAPI) in blue. Dashed line indicates 
oocyte cortex; representative images of at least three independent experiments are shown; scale bar 25 μm.  See also 
Supplementary Table 4 for the list of antibodies. 
B) Immunocytochemistry quantification of protein fluorescence in oocytes from YF (n≥48) and AF (n≥23) oocytes in at 
least three independent experiments. Data are presented as the percentage of oocytes with a fluorescence intensity 
higher than the average in each experiment; *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001; according to Fisher’s exact test, error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals by the adjusted Wald method. 
 
Fig. 4 Experimental manipulation of CASTOR1 and SGK1 protein levels/activity causes meiotic abnormalities. 
A) Western blot analysis of YF oocytes microinjected with RNA coding for H2B:GFP (Control) or CASTOR1 tagged with 
HA. ACTB was used as loading control. Representative images from three individual replicates; n≥20 per sample. 
B) Quantification of MII oocytes that displayed phenotype with overexpressed CASTOR1 protein from three 
independent experiments. Data are presented as the percentage of oocytes (n≥18) with abnormalities; *P < 0.05; 
according to Fisher’s exact test, error bars represent 95% confidence intervals by the adjusted Wald method. 
C) Representative images of chromosome abnormalities in MI and MII oocytes with overexpression of CASTOR1. Bright 
field (BF, grey) and H2B:GFP (green); dashed line indicates oocyte and polar body cortex; arrow indicate a misaligned 
chromosome, asterisks denote polar bodies, scale bar 25 μm.  
D) Western Blot validation of SGK1 inhibition via CDK1 phosphorylation (Thr161). ACTB was used as a loading control. 
Representative images from three biological replicates, n≥20 oocytes per sample; *P<0.05; according to Student’s t-
test. See also Supplementary Table 4 for the list of antibodies. 
E) Quantification of MII oocytes that displayed phenotype in control (DMSO 0.02%) or SGK1 inhibitor (10µM) 
treatment. Data are presented as the percentage of oocytes with abnormalities in control (n=75) and treated (n=75); 
*P < 0.05; according to Fisher’s exact test, error bars represent 95% confidence intervals by the adjusted Wald method. 
F) Representative images of oocytes with SGK1 inhibition progressing through cytokinesis. From at least three 
independent experiments; Tubulin (green) and DNA (grey scale); dashed line indicates oocyte and polar body cortex; 
arrow indicate tubulin bridge; arrowheads indicate decondensed chromatin; asterisks denote polar bodies, scale bar 
25 μm.  
 
Fig. 5 Schematic model depicting that maternal age affects the translation of specific mRNAs in oocytes.  
Fully grown oocytes from different maternal age have similar transcriptomes at the GV stage. However, shortly after 
NEBD, some of these transcripts are not translated at the same level between YF and AF oocytes, such as Sgk1, Aire, 
Castor1 and Eg5. These differences in translation result in different protein expression which in turn lead to 
chromosome misalignments and cytokinesis abnormalities in AF oocytes.  
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Supplementary Figures 
 
Supplementary Fig. 1 Differential non-polysomal and polysomal occupancy categorized to different clusters. 
Hierarchical clustering of differentially enriched genes in non-polysomal and polysomal fractions of oocytes from 
young and aged females and relative abundance patterns in seven clusters with at least 10 genes. In the brackets 
number of genes in the cluster. 
 
Supplementary Fig. 2 qPCR quantification of selected transcripts from total RNA of oocytes from YF and AF groups. 
Data are represented as the mean ± s.e.m. of three independent experiments; *P<0.05; according to Student’s t-test. 
See Fig. 2A. 
 
Supplementary Fig. 3 Translation of selected proteins is not influenced by differential timing of meiotic progression.  
A) Western blot of AIRE protein expression in oocytes from YF+30 min (progressing in meiosis for 30 longer) and AF 
(collected at same time as YF group). Representative images from three independent experiments and ACTB was used 
as a control. 
B) Quantification of AIRE protein expression (WB derived) normalized to ACTB and to YF+30 min group (progressing in 
meiosis for 30 longer). Data are represented as the mean ± s.e.m. of three independent experiments; n≥20 per sample; 
*P<0.05; according to Student’s t-test. 
C) Immunocytochemistry of YF oocytes cultured for 30 minutes longer after IBMX removal (YF+30) and AF for EG5 
(grey scale - left and green channel - right) and DNA (DAPI) (blue). From two independent experiments, dashedline 
depicts oocyte cortex; scale bar 25 μm. 
D) Quantification of EG5 protein fluorescence. Data are presented as the percentage of oocytes with a fluorescence 
higher than the average in YF (n=31) and AF (n=24); *P < 0.05; according to Fisher’s exact test, error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals by the adjusted Wald method. 
 
Supplementary Fig. 4 Western Blot quantification of CDK1 protein phosphorylation (Thr161).  
Values obtained were normalized to ACTB and Control (DMSO 0.02%) group was set as reference (100%). Data are 
represented as the mean ± s.e.m. of three independent experiments; n≥20 per sample; *P<0.05; according to 
Student’s t-test. See Fig. 4D. 
 
Supplementary Table 1. List of genes up/down regulated in AF compared to YF according to FC>5, FC>10 and FC>10 
plus P<0.1.  
Supplementary Table 2. List of genes in each Gene Ontology categories as seen in Fig 1C. 
Supplementary Table 3. List of genes from cluster 1,3,6,7 (increasing presence from YF-NP to YF-P, and vice versa in 
AF) and clusters 2,4,5 (increasing presence from increasing presence from AF-NP to AF-P, and vice versa in YF)(see Fig. 
S1). 
Supplementary Table 4. Table of primers used for PCR (A) and (B) list of antibodies used for the study. 
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Material and Methods 
 
Oocyte collection and culture 
GV stage oocytes were collected from - ICR mice (bred in-house) at the age of 6 - 10 weeks (YF, Young Females group) 
and 58 weeks (AF, Aged Females group) old. Mice were injected 46 hours prior to oocyte collection with 5 IU pregnant 
mare serum gonadothropin (PMSG, HOR 272, ProSpec, Rehovot, Israel). Collection from the ovaries was done in the 
presence of transfer media (Tetkova and Hancova, 2016) supplemented with 100 µM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine 
(IBMX, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) to block meiosis resumption. Fully grown oocytes were selected, isolated 
and denuded by pipetting followed by culture in M16 media (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) without IBMX at 
37°C, 5% CO2 for 3 hours. Oocytes, that underwent NEBD, were collected for experiments. For obtaining MII oocytes, 
they were left in culture for additional 13-16 hours. For SSP-profiling, after the 3 h of culture, cycloheximide was added 
to the M16 media with oocytes at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml for 10 minutes. Oocytes in groups of 200 were 
transferred to low-binding retention tubes and frozen at -80 °C. In the case of SGK1 inhibition experiments, after IBMX 
removal GV oocytes were transferred to M16 media supplemented with 0,02% Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) for solvent 
vehicle control or 0.02% DMSO+10µM GSK-650394 (Merk, Darmstadt, Germany) for SGK1 inhibitor treatment. All 
animal work was conducted according to Act No 246/1992 for the protection of animals against cruelty; from 
25.09.2014 number CZ02389, issued by Ministry of Agriculture.  
 
Cell lysis and SSP-profiling 
All steps for this protocol were detailed in Masek et al. (2020). Briefly, 200 oocytes per sample were collected in the 
presence of cycloheximide. Oocytes were lysed by adding 350 µl of lysis buffer and Zirconia-Silica beads followed by 
shaking at 30 shakes/second for 1 min and 1 min on ice. This step was repeated three times. Oocyte lysates were 
centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 5 min before being then applied to 10-50% sucrose gradients prepared in SW55Ti 
ultracentrifuge rotor (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Samples loaded onto sucrose gradients were then 
centrifuged at 45,000 RPM (246,078 x g) for 63 min at 4°C. Polysome profiles were collected by pumping 60% sucrose 
into SW55Ti tubes at a speed of 1.8 mL/minute using NE-1000 syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc., 
Farmingdale, NY, USA). Ten equal-volume fractions, each of 0,5 ml. Absorbance monitoring at 280 nm was performed 
using an ISCO UA-5 detector and ISCO UV absorbance reader (Teledyne, ISCO, Lincoln, NE, USA) and profiles were 
recorded with Clarity Lite software. HEK-293 cell sample (8 OD260 nm) was included in each centrifugation run to monitor 
quality of separation and one technical negative control containing 200 NEBD+EDTA (100mM), to sequester 
magnesium ions and disrupt ribosomal subunits were added. Finally, polysome profiles of all oocyte samples and HEK-
293 technical controls for fractionation were visualized by detecting 18S rRNA levels in collected fractions by qRT-PCR 
according to Masek et al. (2020). 
 
Library preparation, sequencing and bioinfomatic analysis 
From each sample, fractions were pooled together to create two groups: non-polysomal (NP) and polysomal (P) 
fractions. These fractions were concentrated by Clean & Concentrator-5 (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) and rRNA 
depleted by Ribozero-Gold (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). cDNA was produced and amplified with REPLI-g WTA Single 
Cell Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Afterwards, the amplified cDNA was used to produce libraries using the Nextera 
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DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) and sequencing performed in Centro Nacional de Analisys 
Genomico facility (CNAG, Barcelona, Spain) by HiSeq 2500 (Illumina). Sequenced reads were trimmed by Trim Galore! 
v0.4.1 and mapped to the mouse GRCm38 genome assembly using Hisat2 v2.0.5. Quantification of gene expression 
was done by fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM) values in Seqmonk v1.40.0. The FC cuff-off of differentially 
expressed genes was calculated from FPKM >1 values (ether in YF or AF) as quantified by Seqmonk v1.40.0 and FC > 
10 and FC > 5. Hierarchical clustering was performed and a heatmap was generated using differentially abundant genes 
(FC>10) using hierarchical clustering function within Seqmonk v1.40.0. For gene ontology analysis, we uploaded our 
datasets into Webgestalt (Liao et al., 2019). ORA analysis was performed on the 1006 genes which displayed FC>10 
and FPKM>1 between polysomal fractions of YF and AF. The protocol was described in Masek et al. (2020) and YF 
samples served to prove validity of the method.   
 
Digital Droplet PCR (ddPCR) 
Primer sequences of Sgk1, Castor1, Aire and Eg5 are listed in Supplementary Table 4. ddPCR reaction was performed 
in the QX200™Droplet Reader machine (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) using the QX200™ddPCR™EvaGreen®Supermix 
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Absolute quantification was calculated using QuantaSoft™Software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, 
CA, USA). 
 
Western Blot 
Samples of 20-35 oocytes were lysed in 10 µl of 1xReducing SDS Loading Buffer (lithium dodecyl sulfate sample buffer 
NP 0007 and reduction buffer NP 0004 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and heated at 100°C for 
5 min. Proteins were separated in gradient precast 4–12% SDS–PAGE gels (NP 0323, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 
transferred onto Immobilon P membrane (IPVD 00010, Millipore, Merck group, Darmstadt, Germany) using a semidry 
blotting system (Biometra GmbH, Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) for 25 min at 5 mAxcm-2. Blocking was done by 5% 
skimmed milk dissolved in 0.05% Tween-Tris buffer saline (TTBS) with pH 7.4 for 1 h. Then, membranes were washed 
shortly with TTBS and incubated with 1% milk/TTBS diluted primary antibodies (listed in Supplementary Table 4) at 
4°C O/N (). Secondary antibodies, Peroxidase Anti-Rabbit Donkey and Peroxidase Anti-Mouse Donkey (711-035-152 
and 715-035-151, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA) were diluted 1:7500 in 1% milk/TTBS. The 
membranes were incubated with secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. Protein visualization was 
performed using chemiluminescent detection ECL, (Amersham, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Barcelona, Spain) and X-
ray autoradiography. Finally, the films were scanned by a GS-800 calibrated densitometer (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, 

USA) and acquired signals were quantified using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). 
 
Immunocytochemistry 
Oocytes were transferred from cultivation media to 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Alfa Aesar, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA, USA) in PBS/PVA and left for 15 minutes followed by permeabilization in 0.1% Triton (X-100, Sigma-
Aldrich) PBS/PVA for 10 min. Fixed oocytes were then washed in PBS/PVA and incubated with primary antibodies 
(Supplementary  Table 4) at 4°C O/N. The next day, oocytes were twice washed in PBS/PVA and then incubated with 
the corresponding secondary antibody that was conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488/594/647 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, 
USA) for 1 h at room temperature protected from light. Afterwards, oocytes were washed twice in PBS/PVA and 
mounted on a glass slide using ProLong™ Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Images of 
samples were taken with Leica SP5 inverted confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Images 
were assembled in software LAS X (Leica Microsystems) and signal intensity from spindle area was quantified with 
ImageJ. Afterwards, the mean fluorescence intensity of each experiment was calculated. Finally, the fluorescence 
intensity of each sample was categorized as lower as or higher than the mean. 
 
RNA synthesis, microinjection and live-cell imaging 
Castor1 and H2b:gfp RNA were in vitro transcribed (IVT) using corresponding source plasmids as templates (Castor1: 
Chantranupong et al. (2016); H2b:gfp: provided by Dr. Martin Anger, Laboratory of Cell Division Control, IAPG CAS) 
and mMESSAGE mMACHINE™ Transcription Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). IVT RNA was injected in GV oocytes at 
a final concentration of 50ng/µl in the presence of transfer media with IBMX. Microinjection of GV oocytes was 
performed using FemtoJet (Eppendorf) and TransferMan NK2 (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) on an inverted 
microscope Leica DMI 6000B (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). GV oocytes were then placed for 2 h, still in the 
presence of IBMX, at 37°C, 5% CO2. Afterwards, oocytes were removed from IBMX and placed into 4-well culture 
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chamber (Sarstedt, Prague, Czech Republic) in 15 µL of M16 media covered with mineral oil (M8410; Sigma Aldrich) 
for further cultivation in the inverted microscope for live-cell monitoring under the same cultivation conditions 
(Tempcontroller 2000–2 Pecon, and a CO2 controller, Pecon, Erbach, Germany). Time lapse images were taken using 
LAS X software (Leica microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) every 10 min.  Chromosome movement was also assessed by 
H2B:GFP marker.  
 
Statistical analysis 
The tool used to determine if the differences between groups were statistically significant was either Student’s t-test 
on the averages and s.e.m. or Fisher exact test with a 95% confidence interval using adjusted Wald method; *P < 0.05 
considered as statistically significant (labelled with a star), ***P < 0.005 was considered as highly statistically significant 
(labelled with three stars). 
 
Data access 
RNA-Seq data regarding YF and AF oocytes is deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus database. AF data accession 
number: PENDING. YF accession number, as stated in (Masek et al., 2020): GSE121358. 
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